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Version Abrégée

Le sujet de cette thèse est l'enroulement automatique de bandes

thermoplastiques renforcées par fibre. Ses objectifs sont: 1) d'étudier

scientifiquement ce procédé avec des bandes faites en polypropylene renforcé

par fibre de verre, afin d'optimiser la résistance interlaminaire des produits et

d'améliorer ses coûts de fonctionnement, 2) de faciliter l'enroulement sur des

geometries complexes.

La première tâche de ce travail fut d'assembler plusieurs composants, afin de

créer une installation permettant d'étudier expérimentalement l'enroulement

automatique de bandes. Un grand nombre de cylindres fut fabriqué avec

cette installation en variant les paramètres de fabrication suivants: la température
du flux d'azote, la force de compression, le pas d'enroulement, la puissance de

l'unité de chauffage du canal de préchauffage et la vitesse d'enroulement.

Ils permirent d'observer l'influence des paramètres de fabrication sur la

résistance interlaminaire des échantillons produits. Cette étude montre que

plusieurs combinaisons de paramètres permettent d'obtenir des cylindres

possédant une résistance interlaminaire satisfaisante. Toutefois la résistance

interlaminaire des cylindres produits par enroulement est plus petite ou

équivalente à 80% de celle d'un cylindre post-consolidé dans un autoclave.

Un programme numérique fut écrit afin d'approfondir les recherches. Il permet
de simuler les phénomènes thermiques transitoires qui ont lieu durant

le procédé. Une méthode fut également développée dans le but de définir

une partie des constantes (le coefficient de convection dans la région du point de

contact et la température du flux d'azote en dehors de la couche limite

thermique) qui permettent de déterminer des conditions aux bords du modèle.

Des simulations furent réalisées pour deux combinaisons de paramètres de

fabrication. Ces dernières furent choisies en considérant les résultats de

la recherche expérimentale. Les cylindres fabriqués avec la première
combinaison possèdent une faible résistance interlaminaire tandis que ceux de

la seconde combinaison en ont une bonne. Afin d'acquérir des données

permettant de valider le programme de simulation, des mesures de température
furent réalisées avec deux pyromètres durant la fabrication de cylindres.
Les résultats numériques obtenus montrent une bonne concordance avec les

valeurs expérimentales.
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Ensuite, les paramètres d'un modèle décrivant le degré de diffusion des chaînes

de polymère furent déterminés. Le modèle fut adapté pour les calculs

non-isothermiques et intégré dans le programme de simulation thermique.
Les prédictions du nouveau modèle furent comparées à des mesures

expérimentales pour les deux combinaisons de paramètres de fabrication et de

conditions aux bords qui furent utilisées précédemment. Elles montrent pour

les exemples utilisés que la différence entre la résistance interlaminaire

des cylindres enroulés et celle du cylindre post-consolidé dans un autoclave est

due à un degré de diffusion des chaînes de polymère insuffisant. Plusieurs

simulations furent effectuées avec une nouvelle stratégie de chauffage en

conservant les paramètres de fabrication utilisés précédemment. Elles permirent
de déterminer des conditions de fabrication qui conduisent à la fabrication de

cylindres possédant une résistance interlaminaire maximale. Le programme de

simulation fut également utilisé pour décrire une nouvelle stratégie de chauffage

qui permettrait de ne pas utiliser le chauffage au point de contact.

Un nouvel outil de compression fut développé, afin de permettre l'enroulement

de bandes sur des geometries complexes. Sur un mandrin représentant
un wagon, un anneau de référence fut consolidé en autoclave et des anneaux

furent fabriqués par le procédé qui est étudié. Des mesures de résistance

interlaminaire furent effectuées sur des échantillons de chaque anneau.

Elles permirent de déterminer l'anneau enroulé qui avait la meilleure résistance

interlaminaire moyenne. Pour ce dernier, le degré de soudage fut estimé sur une

grande partie de la circonférence. Ces dernières mesures montrent que le nouvel

outil peut être utilisé pour le procédé d'enroulement de bandes thermoplastiques
renforcées par fibre.
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Abstract

This thesis deals with the automated tape winding process. Its objectives are

twofold: 1) to investigate scientifically the automated tape winding process with

fiber reinforced polypropylene tapes in order to process products with optimized
interlaminar shear strength and to ameliorate its economic efficiency,

2) to facilitate the laying of the tape on complex geometries.

In order to investigate the automated tape winding process, a setup is assembled

and modified. The experimental investigations study the influence of nitrogen

temperature, compaction force, winding pitch, heating power of the preheating
device and processing speed on the interlaminar shear strength of tape wound

cylinders. They show that various sets of process parameters enable to fabricate

parts with a good interlaminar shear strength. It is however approximately equal
to 80% ofthat of a reference cylinder that is post-processed in an autoclave.

A numerical program is developed to pursue the investigations. It simulates

the transient thermal phenomena during the entire automated tape winding

process. In order to provide accurate input values for the model, a method to

evaluate the heat flow parameters of the hot gas torch (i.e. the outside flow

temperature and the convective heat transfer coefficient) is developed and used.

Simulations are performed with two sets of process parameters. During the

previous experimental investigations, they permit to produce parts with low and

high interlaminar shear strength. Concurrently to the numerical simulations,
a comprehensive experimental program with two pyrometers is carried out

to provide the on-line temperature data that serve to validate the numerical

simulations. The comparison of experimental measurements and simulation

predictions shows good agreements for the two sets of parameters.

The parameters of a standard model determining the degree of polymer chain

diffusion are evaluated. The model is adapted for non-isothermal calculations

and integrated in the transient thermal simulation program. Experimental results

and predictions of the new model are compared and discussed for the two sets of

process parameters that are used to validate the thermal simulation program.

They show that the low degree of bond strength of the best tape wound cylinders
is caused for the current investigations by an insufficient degree of polymer
chain diffusion. Considering the same process parameters, a heating strategy is

presented that permits to process cylinders with a complete degree of polymer
chain diffusion and then to produce cylinders with optimum interlaminar
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properties. The simulation program is also used to describe another heating

strategy that disregards the very sensitive nip heating.

In order to enable the automated tape winding on various geometries, a new

compaction head is developed. Frames over a mandrel representing a train coach

model are wound. A reference frame is also consolidated in an autoclave.

The interlaminar shear strength of the best tape wound frame and that of the

reference frame are compared and discussed. They demonstrate that the new tool

can be used for the automated tape winding process.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1. Background

The demand of lightweight solutions is continuously increasing in the

transportation and offshore industries, as well as in the sport world. Composite
materials can provide solutions for those industries. They can be used to reduce

the weight of parts, because fiber orientation and content can be adapted

specifically to the load cases.

In addition, fiber reinforced thermoplastic composites can be reprocessed,

recycled and repaired when failure occurs through polymer chain pull out.

Various polymers can be used as matrix system for composite applications.
Selection criteria include cost-effectiveness, chemical and/or mechanical

properties.

Various processes can produce fiber reinforced thermoplastic parts: hand lay-up
with autoclave molding, fusion bonding, press molding, diaphragm forming,

liquid composite molding, roll forming, automated tape placement, filament

winding and automated tape winding.

Among the several manufacturing processes investigated in the past in the

composite laboratory, the automated tape winding with on-line bonding is very

promising. In comparison with the other techniques, it has a large potential in

terms of economical attractiveness and implementation of tailored design
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solutions in the finished parts. Due to its high level of automation, the labor

work is extremely reduced, the precision of the fiber orientation is high,
the reproducibility and the security during the process are enhanced.

1.2. State of the art

Up to now, few components are fabricated with the automated tape winding

process. Ahrens et al. [3] show the utilization of this process to produce motor

overhang bandages. Stover [86]
presents the industrial fabrication of shafts.

Researchers have performed theoretical investigations on this process with

APC-2. Already in 1991, Ghasemi Nejhad et al. [28]
present a thermal analysis of

the automated tape winding process. Later, James and Black [41]
compare steady-

state thermal simulation results with infrared thermography measurements.

Most of the experimental investigations
e 8 [2] also use carbon fiber reinforced

poly-ether-ether-ketone (PEEK). Few other studies employ other material

combinations. Lauke et al. [50]
propose a method to measure the interlaminar

shear strength of curved samples. Their samples are made of polyamide 12

(PA12) reinforced with glass fiber. Funck [26]
optimizes the process speed with

glass fiber reinforced polypropylene. Mondo and Parfrey
[62]

investigate the

performance of carbon fiber reinforced poly-phenylene-sulfide (PPS).

Further, few researches try to improve the complexity of the parts that can be

produced with this process. Mazumdar and Hoa [59] show the development of a

technique for the fabrication of elliptical springs for automotive suspensions.
Steiner [82]

presents the fabrication of a two-dimensional double curved

component. Romagna
[71] describes a method to fabricate reinforcements for a

railway coach.

1.3. Objectives

Hence, the objectives of this Ph.D. thesis are twofold: 1) to investigate

scientifically the automated tape winding process with fiber reinforced

polypropylene tapes in order to process products with optimized interlaminar

shear strength and to ameliorate its economic efficiency, 2) to facilitate the

laying of the tape on more complex geometries.
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1.4. Critical issues

The automated tape winding process is very promising, but also very

challenging. As tape bonding takes place during tape lay-up, the available

process window is small.

Since it exists transient conditions during the automated tape winding process,

the small process window is changing. When the process parameters are not

adapted to the variations of the process conditions, the laminate respectively part

quality will be affected.

In order to fabricate lightweight products, the laminate quality must be

maximized. For the automated tape winding process, the intralaminar quality is

mainly dependent on the quality of the incoming tape. Therefore the main

sensible properties depending on the process are the interlaminar bond

properties. This signifies that the interlaminar bond properties must be

optimized for the entire laminate with appropriate transient process conditions.

The range of application of a process technique is related to the complexity of

the parts that can be produced. During the placement of tapes on complex paths
and/or geometries, the form of the nip varies rapidly. In order to bond correctly
the tape to the substrate, the compaction system(s) must press the tape on its

entire width for all the nip geometries.

1.5. Approach

The research approach of this thesis is considering experimental and theoretical

investigations.

Experimental investigations

The aim of the experimental investigations is to find various sets of processing

parameters that permit to process cylinders having a good interlaminar shear

strength (degree of bond strength) for a fiber reinforced polypropylene.

Considering the experimental results, realistic boundary conditions and transient

validation data are then determined.
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Simulations analyses

The main work of the present study is to develop a three-dimensional transient

thermal model for the automated tape winding process. The parameters of a

model describing the development of polymer chain diffusion must be also

determined. The model has to be adapted for the case of non-isothermal

calculations and integrated in the thermal simulation program. Heating strategies
must be determined with this new simulation tools.

Convection heat transfer in the nip

In order to provide accurate input values for the simulation program, a method

to evaluate the heat flow parameters of the hot gas torch (i.e. the outside flow

temperature and the convective heat transfer coefficient) has to be developed
and used.

Compaction tools

In order to extend the potential of the automated tape winding process, this study
aims to develop a new compaction tool. It has to allow the tape winding of an

incoming tape on different support shapes.

1.6. Overview of the Ph.D. thesis

Chapter 2 presents the basic principles of the automated tape winding process,

the terminology that is employed, various setup components in order to give an

overview of the setup configurations, and various models that describe the

thermal and physical phenomena occurring during the process.

In Chapter 3, a setup is assembled and modified in order to study the influence

of process parameters on the quality of the produced cylinders. A short beam

shear apparatus is used to evaluate the interlaminar shear strength (ILSS).
The experimental investigations determine various sets of process parameters
that lead to a good degree of bond strength. The maximum ILSS-values of tape
wound specimens are however lower than that of a reference that is

post-processed in an autoclave. Investigations are performed in order to analyze

possible causes of the difference between the ILSS of tape wound and post-

processed specimens.
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Chapter 4 first describes the development of a transient thermal simulation

program for the automated tape winding process. In order to provide accurate

input values for the model, a method to evaluate the heat flow parameters of the

hot gas torch (i.e. the outside flow temperature and the convective heat transfer

coefficient) is also developed. The simulation program is validated with two sets

of process parameters that are used in Chapter 3. They have been selected

considering parts with low and high interlaminar shear strength values.

The simulation and experimental results are compared and discussed.

In Chapter 5, a model evaluating the development of the degree of polymer
chain diffusion is integrated in the transient thermal simulation program.

Experimental results and predictions of the new model are compared and

discussed for the two sets of process parameters that are used in Chapter 4.

Two heating strategies are also presented.

The development a new compaction assembly is detailed in Chapter 6.

Unlike other compaction tools, it enables to apply a compaction force on various

geometries. Frames over a mandrel representing a train coach model are wound.

A reference frame is also consolidated in an autoclave. The interlaminar shear

strength of the best tape wound frame and that of the reference frame are

compared and discussed.

Chapter 7 lists the main achievements of this study and presents the outlook for

the automated tape winding process.
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CHAPTER 2

The Automated Tape Winding (ATW) and The Automated

Tape Placement (ATP) Processes

2.1. Introduction

This research work deals with the automated tape winding process. The basic

principles and the physical phenomena occurring during this process are similar

to those of the automated tape placement process. Therefore this chapter gives
an overview of both processes.

Section two presents the main process steps, terminology and major setup

components. Section three introduces different models that describe the thermal

and physical phenomena occurring during those processes. It details the

thermodynamics and the polymer diffusion through an interface. Those models

are used in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Section four provides finally general
considerations over the simulation of those processes.

2.2. The process

2.2.1. A process example

The fabrication of a cylinder is described below in order to explain the basics of

the automated tape winding process. The manufacturing process is divided in

four stages: the preparation, the start, the process and the post-process.
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Hot Gun

Incoming tape

(J

Preheating channe

Tow Guide 1

Tow Guide 2^

Nip Heating

Compaction Roller

Figure 2.1: Sketch of an automated tape winding setup at the ETH

The preparation of the setup begins with the mounting of the spool on the spool
holder. Then the tape is pulled manually up to the second tow guide (Figure
2.1). The winding machine is turned on. The motion axes of the winding
machine are set. The winding program is loaded. The preheating channel and the

nip heating are warmed up.

The start procedure consists to feed the tape (at least up to the nip), to fix the

incoming tape on the mandrel, to start the winding program and to apply the

compaction force with the compaction roller.

During the process, the spool supplies the composite material. The latter is

warmed up in the preheating channel and by the nip heating. The incoming tape
is compacted with the compaction roller at the nip. It is laid on different paths to

fill free volumes. When the laying direction needs to be changed abruptly,
the process can be stopped and restarted. The laid material composes the

substrate, and its quantity increases as the process is going on.
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The basic principle of the process is to bond (weld) on-line the incoming tape to

the substrate (see sections 2.3.2, 2.3.3 and 2.3.4). The compaction force at the

nip enforces the contact between the incoming tape and the substrate. The

composite material must be warmed up in order to allow the bonding process.

The process is terminated, when the desired quantity of composite material is

laid on the planned locations. At this time, the winding program stops

automatically. Then the incoming tape is cut and the compaction force is

removed. Note that the substrate forms now the cylinder.

Generally the cylinder and the mandrel constitute a single part at the end of the

process. Therefore, a post-processing stage is necessary. The demolding is the

action of separating the mandrel and the cylinder.

2.2.2. The incoming tape

The tapes are composed of fiber material and thermoplastic matrix: e.g. carbon

fiber and poly-ether-ether-ketone or glass fiber and polypropylene (Figure 2.2).

The advantages of tapes are that the fibers are pre-impregnated and the matrix

pre-consolidated. This means that the fibers and the thermoplastic matrix are

bounded, and that the void content is low. This enables to concentrate the

research effort on the placement of the tape and the bonding between the

substrate and the incoming tape. The latter is described in sections 2.3.2, 2.3.3

and 2.3.4.

The disadvantage of the tapes is that they are expensive. The utilization of more

usual preforms (bundles and yarns) permits therefore to reduce the material

costs. On the other hand, the fibers need to be impregnated and the

thermoplastic matrix consolidated in the bundles and yarns with matrix powder
and fibers. The impregnation is the process that describes the evolution of the

binding between the fibers and the matrix. The consolidation process depicts the

reduction of the void content until the voids vanish.

The impregnation and the consolidation stages must be performed on-line prior
to the nip in the automated tape winding and the automated tape placement

processes. They necessitates large compaction pressure and large energy inputs
to heat the perform material closed to or above the melting temperature of the

thermoplastic matrix. The elevated temperature of the matrix is required to

facilitate the deformations of the thermoplastic matrix and of the composite
material.
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matrix^ -„ ## ## m

fibers ••#••••*•

Pre-impregnated Tape

matrix

fibers -

###

Pre-impregnated Yarn

matrix fibers

fibers

Bundle

matrix tube
_

matrix powder
fibers

Yarn with Matrix

Powder and Fibers

Figure 2.2: Different types of preforms

2.2.3. The nip point, line or curve

The nip is the location where the incoming tape comes into contact with the

support or the substrate. In two-dimensional analysis, it is a point. In three-

dimensional analysis, the shape of the support (substrate) determines its form.

It can be a line or a curve.

2.2.4. Setup configurations

Typical setup configurations are shown in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.3. They are

composed of following major components:

• motion control(s)
• assembly(ies) to apply the compaction force

• heat source(s) and cooling system(s)
• guiding system
• support
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Compaction Roller

Figure 2.3: Sketch of an automated tape placement setup

Motion control

The motion control is performed with a numerically controlled machine. During
the process, a program drives the position of the nip and therefore the fiber

orientations in the substrate. It determines also the process speed(s) and the

duration of the process.

Figure 2.4: Automated tape winding setup at the ETH
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The automated tape winding process can be performed with a winding machine

(Figure 2.4) or a robot controlling the rotation of the mandrel (Figure 2.5).
The automated tape placement process can be done with a tape placement
machine (Figure 2.6) or with a robot.

Figure 2.5: Automated tape winding with a robot[82]

Figure 2.6: Prototype of the tape placement setup at the Center for Composite
Materials [70]
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Compaction assembly

The task of the compaction components is to bring the tape and the substrate

into contact, and to smooth the surface irregularities on the merging surfaces.

Two methods can be employed during the automated tape winding processes:

to locally apply a compaction force or to use a setup to pull the tape. In the case

of the automated tape placement, only a compaction force can be applied to the

nip, as the tape would slips when it is tugged on an automated tape placement

setup.

A pressure cylinder and a compaction tool are the two main components used

when a compaction force is applied to the nip. The first component is usually

hydraulic or pneumatic. Its role is to generate a defined compaction force.

This force is transmitted to the composite material by a roller, a shoe or a special

system [95]. Since there are no standards, their dimensions vary in the literature.

Tension in the preform can be converted to a compaction pressure when the part
has a curvature and when the tape is hold at both ends. Lauke et al. [49]

use a

magnetic brake, and Romagna
[71]

a tension unit. It has to be remarked that the

tension can also introduce internal stresses in the laminate as shown by
Funck [26].

Heat sources and cooling systems

The task of the heat sources and of the cooling systems is to control the process

temperature of the composite material. They use the three principles of heat

transfer: convection, radiation and conduction (Table 2.1).

Heat sources are distinguished with respect to their locations. Figure 2.7 shows

various heat exchange locations : dQi/dt preheating of the incoming tape, dQ2/dt

preheating (cooling) of the substrate, dQ3/dt nip heating, dQ4/dt tape heating

(cooling), dQ5/dt mandrel heating (cooling), dQ6/dt post-heating (cooling) and

dQ7/dt substrate cooling with the environment.
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Type of Heat

Sources

Convection Radiation Conduction Locations

Hot Air [47] X 1,2,3,5,6

Hot Nitrogen
[10] X 1,2,3,5,6

Flame [35] X 3

C02 laser [26] X 3

Infrared Panel[47] X 1,2,6

Infrared Lamp
[71] X 3

Water and Oil X 5

Compaction Roller X 4

Compaction Shoe X 4

Guiding Component X 1

Environment X X 1,2,5,6,7

Table 2.1: Principle used by various heat sources and their available locations

O

b
q7

Figure 2.7: Various locations of the heat sources and heat losses
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Guiding elements for the incoming tape

Figure 2.8: Different guiding elements

The guiding system is composed of different guiding elements (Figure 2.8).
It leads the incoming tape from its delivery system to the nip. The quality of the

product depends directly on the precision of the guiding system, because it

prevents the creation of voids and discrepancies between the programmed fiber

orientations and those in the final product. They are caused by discrepancies
between the programmed nip location and the effective one. The latter are due to

process-induced forces that deviate the incoming tape from its track.

Support

The support is the element on which the composite material is laid. It is

generally called mandrel in the automated tape winding process. Various names

are used in the automated tape placement process: e.g. base, table, plate or

mandrel.
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Figure 2.9: Elements of a shaft : metallic end and thermoplastic reinforced tube

Figure 2.10: High pressure tanks

At the end of the process, the support can be removed or integrated in the final

product : a metallic cylinder is the support used to produce the hollow composite
tube of shafts (Figure 2.9), and the composite material is directly laid on the

liner of high pressure tanks (Figure 2.10).
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2.2.5. Selection of the adequate incoming tape and of the

appropriate components

The composite material determines the type of the incoming tape that can be

used. The support, the motion control and the guiding system must fulfill the lay
down requirements. The process conditions are chosen in relation with the lay
down and with the composite material. They determine the locations and the

power of the heat input(s) and of the cooling source(s). They fix also the type(s)
and the power of the compaction assembly(ies).

Optimum process conditions can be determined experimentally or with

simulations. Various models are available to simulate the various phenomena

occurring during the automated tape winding and the automated tape placement

processes (see section 2.3).

2.2.6. Parts examples

Most of the experimental and theoretical investigations study the process in

relation with the fabrication of simple geometries: rings, cylinders, plates and

flat strips.

Since composite products have usually complex shapes and/or are subjected to

complex solicitations, the automated tape placement and automated tape

winding processes should be able to produce parts with complex shapes and/or

complex fiber orientations to be viable processes.

The challenge is to lay correctly the tape, i.e. to adapt the process parameters to

the different process configurations and variations. The guiding of the tape must

ensure the correct placement of the tape and avoid its slipping. The compaction

apparatus must apply a sufficient compaction force over the nip (point, line or

curve). The heat inputs and cooling sources must guarantee appropriate thermal

conditions.

Some investigations pay attention to this challenge. Funck [26] fabricates high-

pressure resistant tanks with the automated tape winding process. They could

replace the iron tanks that are employed to transport gases. He also presents a

hyperbolic element. Romagna
[71] winds rings and external layers on a train

coach mandrel. Mazumdar and Hoa produce elliptical rings [59]. Steiner [82]

studies the laying over a mandrel with concave and convex curvatures.
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2.3. Modeling

Figure 2.11: Phenomena taking place during the processes

Several phenomena occur during the tape placement and tape winding processes

(Figure 2.11). This section presents an overview over known models related to

those phenomena.

Since the tape is already pre-impregnated, this section does not consider

impregnation phenomena. The development of process-induced internal stresses

and residual stresses after processing are not treated, because they are not the

topic of this research.
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2.3.1. Heat transfer in composite materials

General formulation

The heat diffusion equation describes the heat transfer in a solid structure. Since

the composite materials are anisotropic, it must take into account material

parameters that are dependent on the direction of the coordinate systems.
Its general form in Cartesian coordinates is given by :

d(^dT') d(^dT') d(^dT') .

^dT dT dT dT
/01.

—\ Kx— +— K — +—\KZ—\ + q = pC—+ vx
—+ v —+vz— (2.1)

dxy dx ) dy\y dy ) dz\ dz J dt dx dy dz

Most of the investigations of the tape winding and tape placement processes

consider steady-state conditions. In this case, the temperature distribution is

independent of the time, the time derivative term in Equation 2.1 is equal to

zero, and the convection-like terms are utilized to simulate the displacement of

the composite material.

However, transient analyses are necessary when it is expected that the

temperature will vary with time. In the modeling of those analyses, the time

derivative term of Equation 2.1 can not be neglected. The simulation method

determines whether the convection-like terms can be neglected or not.

The rate of energy in Equation 2.1 is generally related to the energy released

during the crystallization and to the energy absorbed during the melting of the

thermoplastic matrix. Some few studies employ this term. Its influence depends

among other on the thermoplastic content, the type of thermoplastic, the degree
of crystallinity and the fraction of thermoplastic that can be crystallized.

Boundary conditions

It exists three types of thermal boundary conditions: contact (Equation 2.2),
convection (Equation 2.3) and radiation (Equation 2.4). In normal terrestrial

environment, the radiation and convection boundary conditions are coupled.
The radiation and contact boundary conditions can be coupled when the beams

can be transmitted through the contact elements.
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T = T
,,

(2.2)
surface V /

q = aAT (2.3)

q — £ £0 \lsurfacei ~lsurface2l V^- V

2.3.2. Strength development at polymer interfaces

Crack healing and bonding (welding) are related processes that determine

among others the strength development at polymer interfaces. They are however

fundamentally not similar (Wool [98]). Crack healing is the healing of two

fractured surfaces that contain the remnants of the deformation zone through
which the crack propagated. Bonding involves the contact of two surfaces that

had not previously been in contact. This section describes both of them, to avoid

any misunderstanding.

Crack healing

Wool and O'Connor [96]
study the crack healing process of polymer surfaces.

They divide it in five stages : the surface rearrangement, the surface approach,
the wetting, the diffusion and the randomization.

• The surface rearrangement is related to the roughness or topology of the

surfaces that would come into contact and its changes with time, temperature
and pressure. Wool [98]

gives the example of fractured polymers, where the

rearrangement of fibrillar morphology and other factors can affect the rate of

healing.

• Generally, space separates two different surfaces. Therefore, a force must be

applied to bring them into contact. This phenomenon is called surface

approach. It takes into consideration the time-dependent contact of the

different parts of surfaces to create the interface [98].

• According to Butler et al. [12], the wetting phenomenon occurs when the

surfaces are close enough for the establishment of intermolecular forces.

In other words, the surface asperities are on a small enough scale for the

intermolecular forces to have enough effect on the interface to deform the

asperities and to establish full contact.
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The polymer chains can diffuse through interfaces between two surfaces in

the direction of the bulk material. This diffusion phenomenon takes place

only when the material temperature is higher than the glass transition

temperature.

Wool [98] mentions that the randomization stage refers to the equilibration of

the non-equilibrium conformations of the chains near the surfaces and to the

restoration of the molecular weight distribution and random orientation of

chain segments near the interface.

Bonding or welding

Mantel et al. [55] introduce a simplification for the welding (bonding) of polymer
surfaces that is well accepted in the simulations of the tape placement and tape

winding processes. Since the two merging surfaces were not fractured during the

welding process, it doesn't consider the rearrangement of the fibrillar

morphology or other factors following a crack. Further, they neglect the effect of

two stages : the wetting and the randomization.

The wetting stage can be disregarded, when the asperities between the two

merging surfaces are on a scale significantly larger than the range where

intermolecular forces have an effect, because an outside force must be applied to

deform the asperities in order to establish interfacial contact. The surface

approach is prevalent when the roughness is large enough to necessitate an

external force to cause flow or deformation of the asperities. According to

Butler et al. [12], the effects of wetting are overshadowed by external forces and

the wetting phenomenon can be assumed to be instantaneous.

The randomization can be included in the stage of the diffusion of chains, when

only the mechanical properties of the bond are considered. This is justified by
results of experimental works on different polymers [16]'[i9],[36],[43],[45]&[52]^ smce

they show that the strength development with a prefect contact between the two

merging surfaces can be described by a single stage. The diffusion of chains is

assumed to be the prominent phenomenon, because it takes place prior to the

randomization.

Mantel et al. [55] consider only two stages: the intimate contact and the

autohesion (self-diffusion, healing or polymer chain diffusion). The intimate

contact corresponds to the surface approach of the crack healing process.

The autohesion, the self-diffusion, the healing and the polymer chain diffusion

refer to the same phenomenon.
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The authors use dimensionless values to relate the bond quality to the intimate

contact and the polymer chain diffusion.

Db(t) = ±{Dw{i At)-Dw((i-\)At))Dpcd{t-i At) (2.5)

Butler et al.[12] give also an integral form of this equation :

A (0 = D1C {0)Dpcd {t)+\Dpcd (t - t')Dlc (fV (2.6)

The degree of intimate contact Dic is the fraction of the interface where the

spatial gaps between the two merging surfaces have been removed.

7~) ( -\ ' , contacts V J S'y n\

mt erface

During the processes using thermoplastic fiber reinforced tapes or sheets, it can

vary with the elapsed process time. In this case, it is equal to zero when there is

no contact between the two surfaces that should merge. Then it increases with

time when a force is applied to flatten the non-uniform asperities of those

surfaces. Finally, it remains constant when it has reached a value of 1. It can

only decrease when a force is applied to separate those two surfaces and when

this force exceeds the strength of the current bond.

Once the spatial gaps have been closed on a fraction of the interface,
the diffusion of the polymer chains in the opposite bulk begins through it.

The degree of polymer chain diffusion Dpcd characterizes the normalized

strength development due to this diffusion (Equation 2.8).

Dpcd(t) =^ (2.8)
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2.3.3. Intimate contact

To analyze the development of the intimate contact, Mantel et al. [55]
represent

the irregular ply surface by a surface consisting of a series of rectangles (Figure
2.12). According to this model, the degree of intimate contact defined in

Equation 2.7, becomes :

D, ,w=-^
w0+b0

(2.9)

At t = 0

4 i

f

T

f At t>0

a

r !

+ fc

CO

3

1 ii

1 CO

v

b0

Figure 2.12: Rectangular elements representing the uneven surface at different

times

Since the value of b(t) can generally not be measured during the process, Mantel

et al. [57] transform this equation with respect to the following assumptions :

the volume (V = a0 b0) of each surface element remains constant, the flow of the

surface irregularities is laminar, the pressure between the two adjacent surface

elements is the ambient pressure, and the edge of the element moves with a

speed of db/dt.

DM-
1+^

1 + 5
i>_

'

app

M,mf

1 +^

J0 J\boJ
(2.10)
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Mantel et al.[57] give a more general form of Equation 2.10:

Dj) =

1 +^
1 + 5 1 +^

Y

Jo J

an

vV

t
p

oAmf

(2.11)

According to Equation 2.10 and Equation 2.11, the degree of intimate contact

depends on the original surface irregularities, the applied pressure and the

rheometric viscosity of the composite material. The latter varies with the

temperature.

2.3.4. Polymer chain diffusion (autohesion, healing or self-

diffusion)

In different studies [9]'[19]&[45]5 the diffusion of polymer chains through an

interface in terms of strength development is discussed. In those researches,
the intimate contact is disregarded. It can be neglected, when the duration to

obtain a constant degree of intimate contact is much smaller than the duration of

the diffusion of the polymer chains through the interface. Note that the strength
measurements can be compared only when the value of the degree of intimate

contact is constant.

Based on the reptation theory, Bastien and Gillespie
[9] determine the strength

development through diffusion of chains for three different cases: isothermal

(Equation 2.12), non-isothermal with the minor chain length as the criterion for

fracture (Equation 2.13), and non-isothermal with the interpénétration distance

as the criterion for fracture (Equation 2.14):

a(t)
f

,
Y

V reP j

(2.12)

a(t) t/Atf A/2

z=0

All (2.13)

a(t) ^ft]L4-tV4^

z
z=0 V reP J

(2.14)
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According to the authors, the time increment At must be such that convergence

of the results is achieved. Note that the above mentioned equations are valid

only for :

0 < t < t
rep

(2.15)

Those equations were developed in relation with the reptation theory that

describes the chains motion in amorphous polymers. However, since Cho and

Kardos [16] show with a semi-crystalline PEEK that the strength continues to

increase with the fourth root of the time, when the degree of crystallinity stays

approximately constant, it is to be expected that Equation 2.12 to Equation 2.14

remain valid for the semi-crystalline polymers.

2.3.5. Void consolidation

Pitchumani et al. [67] combine a thermal analysis with models for different

phenomena : the void consolidation, the degradation of the polymer, the intimate

contact and the strength development due to the diffusion of polymer chains

through an interface. In this article, they also develop the void consolidation

model that describes the reduction of the intralaminar voids inside a tow during
the thermoplastic tow placement process. This process takes place under every

compaction element, when a tow is laid. Since this model is the only one used in

the simulation of the placement of fiber reinforced thermoplastic tape, it is

presented below.

fiber-matrix mixture voids

section A-A

consolidation region

w

compaction roller

Figure 2.13: Enlarged view of the region under a compaction roller
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Macroscopic relations

First, they consider that the tow is deformed macroscopically according to

Figure 2.13. Then, they use the continuity and momentum equations with the

assumption that the density and the pressure are functions of time and x only.
It results that :

dt dx\
44kK4!^-.MJV

dxJ0 /I oM

\

dz
*dh

n

+ p — = 0

dt
(2.16)

where vx0 and Ci(x) are constants of integration that can be determined from the

velocity profile.

equivalent volume
of fluid

Figure 2.14: Microscopic void compression model used to determine the bubble

radius as a function of the local pressure and temperature
[67]

The density of the fiber-matrix-voids mixture is scaled with respect to the

mixture without voids :

P
_P_

Pf
(2.17)
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Since the void consolidation happens under a compaction roller (Figure 2.13),
the variation of the height can be determined geometrically with dy/dt=v :

dh

dt
—v-

\$-fa-h-hfJ
R-h-h

(2.18)
/

Microscopic relations

Pitchumani et al. [67] also model the reduction of microscopic bubbles (voids),
because it cannot be determined directly from the density. This latter and its

time derivative may be written :

*
s*

3 #3
— K

s*3

<-i
s; -l + R*3

dp* -3R*2k -IjdR*
dt Sf -\ + R*3 dt

(2.19)

(2.20)

As it can be remarked, the above model is not completely defined, because one

relation is missing. Therefore, the authors introduce the balance between the

pressure inside and outside the voids, the surface tension and the resin viscosity.
This relation governs the void collapse.

R
*3

KS*03+R*3

dR

dt

- + (Pg-Pf)
\R 2o

ju pR0
= 0 (2.21)

S*
R,

(2.22)

R =
R_
R^

(2.23)
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Boundary conditions

Finally, boundary conditions are needed to determine the different constants.

Pitchumani et al. [67]
use a general form for the velocity at the tow-substrate

interface and at the tow-roller contact :

&A _Kb
dz Jz=0 ß

(z = o) (2.24)

^1 =^x(z = h) (2.25)
& )z=h ß

The value K/ji defines the type of boundary conditions. A value of °° implies a

no-slip condition, whereas a value of 0 corresponds to a perfect slip condition.

In real processes, the conditions lie between these two extremes.

The last boundary conditions can be obtained with the pressure. When the tow is

laid on a surface, they are given by :

p(x = ±w/2) = Patm (2.26)

2.3.6. Void growth

Pitchumani et al. [68] extend the void consolidation model discussed above for

the void growth process. The latter occurs when the fiber-matrix-voids mixture

is in regions outside the compaction elements. Since the tape is exposed to

atmospheric pressure in their model, Equation 2.21 becomes :

( n*3 ^

[s: +r* -i
j

dR* ( \R* 2a

dt ß juR0

This equation defines directly the growth of the voids, when they don't coalesce.
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2.3.7. Crystallization kinetics (from the melt)

Crystallization kinetics of thermoplastics and compounds with thermoplastics
describe the phase transition between the molten state and the crystalline state of

the matrixes. Since amorphous thermoplastics never have crystals, it can only

happen in semi-crystalline materials.

Karger-Kocsis resumes works performed on polypropylene [44]. Two types of

investigations can be distinguished : overall and microscopic studies.

The overall crystallization kinetics describes the macroscopic effects of the

crystallization on physical properties like the heat generation/release,
the absorption of radiation and the density. The microscopic studies deal with

the microscopic development of the crystals.

Since the topics of this study are based on the macroscopic scale, this chapter

begins with an outline of the well-known basic overall models that are used to

describe the crystallization kinetics from the melt. Then, it presents the models

employed in the simulations of the tape winding and the tape placement

processes.

Generally, the experimental works try to fit the data with a model so that they
can be used in simulations or be compared with literature data. There exists a

large number of models. However, they are generally developed from one of the

basic models : Avrami, Tobin, Malkin and Ozawa.

Basic models

The best known model is the one of Avrami [6]"[8]
(Equation 2.28 and Equation

2.29) that is valid for isothermal crystallization. This model has two parameters :

n and k. Their values depend on the form of the crystal and on the type of

crystallization (see Table 2.2).

In the heterogeneous crystallization, a fixed number of growing nuclei is

initially present in the polymer melt. The crystallization is called homogeneous,
when no nuclei are present at the start, and when the number of nuclei increases

with time.

y{t) = l-exp(-kt") (2.28)

d7 _,Jln

(l - y) dt
kun n In

V v

1
(2.29)

y-r)
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Crystal growth Form Nucleation Exponent (n) Rate Constant (k)
One-dimensional beam heterogeneous 1 GAN

homogeneous 2 1/2 G AI

Two-dimensional cylinder heterogeneous 2 7tG2DN

homogeneous 3 (71/3) G2 D I

Three-dimensional sphere heterogeneous 3 (4/3) k G3 N

homogeneous 4 (7C/3) G31

Table 2.2: Parameter of the Avrami equation and their significations
[21]

Since experimental data cannot be acceptably fitted with the Avrami model,
Tobin develops a new relation [87]"[89]

(Equation 2.30 and Equation 2.31).
Those equations imply two terms. The first one models the heterogeneous

crystallization and the second one the homogeneous crystallization. Therefore,

they can directly predict the crystallization when the heterogeneous and

homogeneous crystallization happen simultaneously.

At)

\-y(t)

t

k'N't" +k*I*j(t-w)"(l-r{w))dw (2.30)

f(0 = ^V#*r,-1[i-r(0]2+^*«*/*[i-r(0]2j(^-^)"*"1(i-r(^)>^ (2.31)

Malkin et al. [53]&[54] derive a more general relation that is based on a free growth
function S'(y) (Equation 2.32). It should be noted that if the generality of the

S'(y) is not limited, Equation 2.29 can be regarded as a particular case of

Equation 2.32.

^ = [cl+c2S'(y)](l-y)
dt

(2.32)

The aim of Malkin et al. [53]&[54]
was also to develop a model for

the non-isothermal analysis of the crystallization kinetics. Therefore,

they assume that S'(oc) = D a and transform Equation 2.32 to Equation 2.33.

They show the validity of Equation 2.33 by comparing its prediction with the

one of Equation 2.29. For the examples that are presented, very good

correspondence has been found.

At)=i -

c3 +1

c3 + exp(c4^)
(2.33)
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The model of Ozawa [66] describes the crystallization kinetics for a constant

cooling rate (Equation 2.34 and Equation 2.35). Equation 2.34 appears very

similar to Equation 2.28 for the Avrami model. However, the description of the

crystallization depends directly on the temperature and indirectly on the time

through the cooling rate "a".

r(r) = i-exP
k(TT
a

(2.34)

dy
_

/ ^dk(j)l dT
dt a

(2.35)

Crystallization kinetics models in relation with the tape laying and

tape winding processes

Ghasemi Nejhad et al. [29]
apply the model of Seferis et al. [76]

(Equation 2.36 to

Equation 2.39). It is a modified form of the Equation 2.28: it uses two Avrami

functions and an initial crystallization level. The first function aims to take into

account the heterogeneous crystallization and the second one the homogeneous

crystallization. The global crystallization is the sum of both influences (Equation

2.36). To predict it during annealing processes, Equation 2.38 contains an initial

level. Equation 2.39 gives the parameter k; in function of the temperature.
Since the parameter n; is normally constant, this relation allows to predict the

crystallization kinetics when the temperature of the thermoplastic varies.

r(t) = whetyhet(t)+whomyhom(t) (2.36)

Wto+Whom=1

In

l~rXt).
In

i-y{t = o)_
+ \[kMW"dt

(2.37)

(2.38)

where i = "het" or "horn"

kXT) = cu T exP
T-T+C

-c?

f j
V^

.^Tr),
(2.39)
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Mantel and Springer
[56]

give two crystallization kinetics models. The first one is

originally developed by Velisaris and Seferis [92]:

7(t) = Whet ïhet (t) + ^hom 7hom (0 (2.40)

y(t) = l-exp

t,

,,JT-c,, \l exp

0
T-T+C

f j \

{t°-t)

2^

ntt"1 1dtl (2.41)

where i = "het" or "horn"

The second one is the model of Ozawa whose parameters are determined by Lee

and Springer
[51] for carbon fiber reinforced polyetheretherketone (AS4/APC-2).

Sarrazin and Springer
[75] take also into account the influence of the

crystallization with the model of Ozawa and those parameters.

Somnez and Hahn [80]
adopt the model of Choe and Lee [17]

(Equation 2.42 to

Equation 2.44). The final relation has the form of Equation 2.31. Temperature

dependent functions replace the value of knN and knl
.
The goal of this

modification is to be able to take into account the temperature variations during

processes.

At)=fhet{t)+KoAt) (2.42)

fhet{t) = khet^P\-—Wp
t(t:-t)

t2[i-At)Y (2.43)

rhom(0 = ^homexp|- —Jexp
f {3¥l + ¥l)T^

t{t:-t)
[l-y{t)i\{t-wY[l-y{w)\iw (2.44)

James and Black [42]
use the model of Muzzy et al. [64]

describing the

crystallization kinetics in term of volumetric changes. It assumes heterogeneous
nucleation and a temperature-dependent growth of spherulites.

At)=
4xR2 T^dR 4^R2ymaxh,,

V dt V h
k T exp

f-AI^

yk"Tj
exp

f-AF^

yk"Tj
(2.45)
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AI
_

4b0<Ts<Te{T:)2
k*T k* AHfPcT2(r:-T)

(2.46)

-AF
_

E

k* T ~(c2+T-T )R
(2.47)

2.3.8. Melting kinetics

Melting is the reverse phenomenon to crystallization. It can also only happen in

semi-crystalline materials. The melting kinetics describes the phase transition

between the crystalline state and the molten state. Only few studies on its

relation with the thermoplastics and compounds with thermoplastic can be

found.

Maffezolli et al. [61] model it for polyetheretherketone (PEEK) and carbon fiber

reinforced PEEK (APC-2). Mantel and Springer [56], Sarrazin and Springer
[75]

and Somnez and Hahn [80]
implement this model in their simulations.

dy

dt
= k(l-y)n (2.48)

k = k0 exp

f E^

KRTj
(2.49)

2.3.9. Degradation kinetics

In a polymer, the chain structures are modified by its interaction with its

environment (i.e. temperature and radiation), and the chain lengths are reducing

up to their disappearance. This phenomenon, called degradation, is very slow

under normal environmental conditions.

During the tape winding and tape placement processes, the polymer chains are

heated at temperature closed to or above the melting temperature. Under such

conditions, the degradation can not be always neglected, because the properties
of the polymer change with its advancement.
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Some thermodynamic investigations
[23][70]& [80]

integrate the model of Nam and

Seferis [65] that it is based on weight loss measurements (Equation 2.50 -

Equation 2.54). It predicts the degradation of PEEK in nitrogen.

S=M°-M (2.50)
M0 -Mf

^ = ks(T)f(S) (2.51)
dt

kg — ^so exP

(E ^

XRTJ
(2.52)

f{S) = w1 (i-S)+w2S{l-S) (2.53)

wl +w2 =1 (2.54)

Don et al. [22]
implement the model of Day et al. [20] in their simulations of the

tape placement process. It is also grounded on weight loss measurements and

Equation 2.50 is still valid.

g(S)=[-\n(l-S)r (2.55)

g(*) = *,0exp|_|L|/ (2.56)

2.3.10. Bondline thickness

Chao and Gillespie
[14]

developed a coupled model for polymer chain diffusion

and bondline thickness. They show that both phenomena affect the bond

strength of a thermoplastic composite joint.

They determine experimentally an asymptotic strength value that depends on the

bondline thickness :

<r„(Äft(0) = 47.66-44.06Äft(0 (2.57)
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where

w-^M^Hf (2-58)

Note that the first equation is only valid for their material combination

(AS4/PEEK with amorphous PEI).

2.4. Process simulation

All phenomena described in section 2.3 are dependent on the temperature,
its gradients or both. Process simulation is therefore based on reliable modeling
of the thermal phenomena occurring during the process.

Each of those models must be coupled to the thermal model, when they
influence significantly the heat transfers. This can be the case for the melting
kinetics and the crystallization kinetics, the void consolidation and the void

growth, and the degradation of the thermoplastic matrix. The melting process

absorbs heat. The crystallization releases heat. The void consolidation or the

void growth changes the thermal conductivity. The chemical reactions occurring

during the degradation absorb or generate heat. Degradations can modify the

thermal conductivity.

The automated tape winding and the automated tape placement are transient

processes. Generally, transient simulations need be performed in order to

describe them correctly. Steady-state or quasi-steady state simulations can be

done when a control volume (area) can be defined and its boundary conditions

can be determined. In such cases, the computation work is extremely simplified.

Since the simulations allow to describe the phenomena during the process,

they enable to evaluate their influence in order to be able to determine optimum

processing parameters or to design setups for the fabrication of specific

products. They need to be validated in order to assess the quality of their results,
to predict realistic optimum processing parameters and design appropriate

setups.
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2.5. Nomenclature

a convective heat transfer coefficient

8 degree of degradation
8 emission coefficient

80 constant of Stefan-Boltzmann (5.67 10"8 W/m2K4)
Y degree of crystallinity or degree of melting

p density

pc density of a full crystalline polymer

ji dynamic viscosity

T) viscosity
G strength
g surface tension between air and thermoplastic melt

Ge end surface energy

Gs side surface energy

\|/ kinetic constant

A cross-section

a element height
a cooling rate (Ozawa)
b element width

b0 monomolecular layer
bit bondline thickness

C heat capacity
C constant

D constant in the model of Malkin

D degree
D thickness (rate constant of the Avrami model)
E activation energy

f force

G radial growth rate

h instantaneous tow thickness under the consolidation roller

I number of nuclei formed per unit volume and unit time

I* number of homogeneous nuclei formed per unit untransformed volume

K thermal conductivity
K friction factor in the velocity boundary condition

k Avrami rate constant

k kinetic constant

k* growth rate of the nuclei

k* Boltzmann's constant

M mass

N number of nuclei per unit volume
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N* initial number of heterogeneous nuclei present
n Avrami form parameter
n* form exponent
P pressure

Pa applied pressure

Po back pressure at free edges

P pressure

Q energy

q energy per mass unit

R radius

Rr roller radius

R universal gas constant

R instantaneous void radius

Ro initial void radius

S surface

S instantaneous radius of the resin shell surrounding a void in the

consolidation model

So initial radius of the resin shell surrounding a void in the consolidation

model

S'(Y) free growth function

T temperature
ry

0
-L
m equilibrium melting temperature

t time

Xo length of the joint
V volume

V velocity
w distance between two adjacent elements

w weighting factor

w width

x,y, z Cartesian coordinates

Zo initial thickness of the interlayer bondline

ÀF activation energy for crystallization

AHf latent heat of fusion

AI activation energy for flow
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Subscript

S degradation

0 initial

app applied
atm atmospheric
b bond strength
b bottom

c full crystalline polymer
f fluid

f final

i initial

ic intimate contact

g gas

g glass transition

het heterogeneous
horn homogeneous
max maximum

mf matrix-fiber

pcd polymer chain diffusion

t top

rep reptation

x, y, z Cartesian coordinates
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CHAPTER 3

Experimental Investigations of the Automated Tape

Winding Process with On-Line Bonding

3.1. Introduction

The automated tape placement and the automated tape winding processes with

on-line bonding use similar techniques to produce composite parts. Due to their

high level of automation, the labor work is extremely reduced,
the reproducibility and the safety during the process are enhanced. They have a

high flexibility, because several different components can be produced with the

same setup when only the lay-up support or the mandrel is changed. They can be

stopped and restarted without any penalty in the quality of the products.

Although those processes have a high potential, their complexities limit

drastically their use. Various phenomena can occur : the melting of the

thermoplastic matrix, the degradation of the polymer chains, the deformation of

the incoming fiber reinforced material, the development of the intimate contact

between the tape and the substrate, the diffusion of the polymer chains through
the interfaces, the void consolidation and growth, the development of process

induced stresses and the crystallization of the thermoplastic matrix. Further,
the melting of the thermoplastic matrix, the deformation of the incoming
material, the development of intimate contact and the void consolidation must

happen during extremely short dwell times to produce parts that have good
mechanical properties.
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The experimental works allow to acquire several informations that can lead to a

large use of those processes despite their complexity, i.e. to determine

appropriate setups and setup components, the processing parameters that

influence the quality of the parts, the sensibility of properties to the processing

parameters and processing windows.

To obtain the above-mentioned information, testing methods like the short beam

shear (SBS) [79], the interlaminar shear device (ISD) [50], the double cantilever

beam (DCB)[2], the wedge peel[31]&[37] and the axial compression
[48]&[49]

can be

employed to investigate the quality of parts produced. They basically rely on the

characterization of the laminate properties along one of the three shear modes

(Figure 3.1). Other methods to evaluate the laminate are the blocking force
[2] [2]

test
,
the fourier transform infra-red (FTIR)

L

,
the differential scanning

calorimetry [2], the ultra-sonic C-scan [10], the micrographie pictures [18], the

torque tube [24], the acid digestion [25], the tensile strength [74]&[93]; the hydroburst

(for vessels)[25], the X-rays
[27] and the dimension measurements [58]&[60].

Mode
'

Modell Mode HI

Figure 3.1: Different shear modes

According to experimental investigations e'8' [26]'[48],[49]&[82]^ me parameters that

influence notably the shear strengths are the heat input, the process speed and

the dwell time, the compaction force and the tension in the tape. Investigations

reported in the literature make use of different material combinations, different

setups and different testing methods. They prevent therefore accurate

quantitative comparison. Qualitative analysis can however be used to identify
trends. When only a process parameter varies, the bond strength increases in

general with an increasing heat input, an increasing compaction force, or a

decreasing process speed. Some investigations
[32]&[73] show that the strength

goes through a maximum value when the heat input increases. The decrease

following the maximum is caused by the degradation of the polymer chains or

the decomposition of the tape. Some other researchers [37]&[95] find also that the
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strength does not always rise with an increasing compaction pressure.

The influence of the tension in the tape must be carefully interpreted, since it

can introduce internal stresses in the laminate, and affect the determination of

the shear strength.

The degree of bond strength (measured shear strength divided by a reference

shear strength) can also be used to compare the quality of the bonds obtained

with different setups. This method needs however reference specimens that must

be carefully chosen.

Mantel et al. [55]
study the influence of the compaction pressure and applied

temperature on the degree of bond strength. They use a reference made by press

molding. Their best tape placed specimens have a degree of bond strength of

approximately 92%. Mantel et al. [57]
study the intimate contact, the bond

strength and modulus of tape placed and pressed specimens. They normalized

their results with respect to reference specimens obtained with the press molding

process. Their analysis of C-scans shows that nearly optimum intimate contact

can be reached with the tape laying process. They investigate the bond strength
with the lap shear and the short beam shear tests. The strengths of their tape

placed specimens are lower than 80 % of the reference specimens. Steiner [82]

tests most of his samples with a short beam shear apparatus. He studies the

interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) of cylinders wound from AS4/PEKK tapes.
His reference is the ILSS of a plate that is fabricated in an autoclave (duration
20 minutes at 400°C with 0.69 MPa). He compares the ILSS and calculates the

degree of bond strength, although the cylinders and the plate have different

geometries and different numbers of layers. He shows that there exist processing

parameters for the automated tape winding process that lead to the same

ILSS-value than that of the plate. Rosselli et al. [73] manufacture IM7/APC-2

rings with an automated tape winding setup using a C02-laser. They post-

process one of their rings in an autoclave under vacuum (duration 20 minutes at

380°C with 0.6 MPa). They use an interlaminar shear device to measure the

ILSS. Their results show that the maximum ILSS of the wound rings is

approximately 55% ofthat of the post-processed rings. Romagna
[71]

develops an

automated tape winding setup. He uses a short beam shear apparatus to measure

the ILSS of his specimens made from GF/PP. He post-processes a reference

cylinder in an autoclave. He winds a cylinder that has 79% of the ILSS of

a post-processed cylinder. Sun et al. [85] built a Karman filter and a state

feedback controller to estimate and control the interlaminar bonding temperature

during the process. In the experimental validation of their setup, they study the

influence of the bonding temperature on the interlaminar shear strength. Various

failure modes occur during the lap shear tests. Considering the specimens that

break at the bond, the ILSS of their best specimens is 97% of that a reference

specimen made by press molding.
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Since the ILSS of a composite laminate is often the limiting design
characteristic [72], the present experimental study follows the methodology used

in the researches mentioned previously in order to investigate the influence of

process parameters on the automated tape winding process under transient

thermal conditions for a glass fiber reinforced polypropylene. Its objectives are

to determine process parameters that permit to produce cylinders with a good
interlaminar shear strength (degree of bond strength) and to provide
informations like realistic sets of process parameters and database for the further

theoretical works.

First, a large investigation window is defined. The nitrogen temperature,
the compaction force, the winding pitch, the heating power of the preheating
device and the processing speed are the processing parameters that are studied.

The objectives of this first step are twofold : 1) to find different sets of

processing parameters that results in the best ILSS, 2) to observe whether or not

the winding pitch could influence the ILSS. Second, investigations are

performed to discuss possible causes of the difference between the best ILSS of

tape wound specimens and the reference ILSS.

3.2. Experimental setup

Figure 3.2: View of the winding machine

Elements of the setup are shown in Figure 3.2. It consists of a Baer WSE-II

winding machine with a Baer TCS-84 control system, an ADC compaction
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assembly, a PC, a data acquisition and control system, a pressure regulator and a

pyrometer.

The Baer control system determines the processing speed and the winding paths.
The ADC control cabinet fixes the parameters of the hot gas torch that are the

nitrogen flow and its temperature at the outlet of the hot gas torch. A Labview

program runs on a PC. It visualizes and stores the pressure and temperature data

that are given by the pressure regulator and the pyrometer. The pressure

regulator controls the force applied by the compaction roller of the ADC

compaction assembly.

A sketch of the setup is given in Figure 3.3. It shows the location of the

pyrometer spot. The pyrometer moves laterally with the compaction assembly to

give the temperature of the incoming tape just before the nip line during the

entire process. This temperature is chosen such that the measurements can be

easily repeated. This won't be the case for a mixed temperature measurement

(substrate and incoming tape), because they have different temperatures during
the process, and because it is difficult to focus the pyrometer spot always on the

same location. The knowledge of the incoming tape temperature just before the

nip line is essential, because the phenomena at the nip line are directly

dependent on this temperature.

Hot Gyn

Figure 3.3: Sketch of the winding machine during the process
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3.3. Specimen preparations and characterization

methods

3.3.1. Preparation of the specimens for the mechanical

characterization

A diamond saw with water cooling is used to fabricate specimens from cylinders
in two steps : first rings are cut, second ring segments with identical arch length
are made.

3.3.2. Mechanical characterization

The mechanical properties of the processed cylinders were characterized using
a short beam shear apparatus (Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5). Since relatively high
deformations occur during the testing of the glass fiber reinforced specimens,
a setup with rollers is chosen instead of the one described in the norm

ATSM-D2344-89. The dimensions of the specimens are defined in the norm

ASTM-D2291-83 (type C).

Figure 3.4: View of the short beam shear apparatus
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Figure 3.5: Dimension of the short beam shear apparatus

3.3.3. Preparation of the polished cross-sections

Voids

,f*

Polypropylene Fibers

Figure 3.6: Example of a micrograph
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Specimens prepared originally for the mechanical characterization are placed in

a mold. Holders maintain them to prevent their displacement. Then, a thermoset

resin is used to fill the mold. Once the thermoset resin is cured, the specimen
and the thermoset resin form a small cylinder that is demolded. The thermoset

resin acts as a holder for the polishing process. The latter is performed with

various grinding and polishing media on a PEDEMAX-2 machine made by
STRUERS.

3.3.4. Void content characterization

Polished cross-sections of the specimens are photographed under a microscope
with a 100 times magnification. An example is shown in Figure 3.6. In that

picture, the circles are the fibers, the gray areas are the polypropylene matrix and

the black areas are the voids. The pictures are digitized to determine the void

content with Equation 3.1.

j
inside the voids s~ -t \

void content = ( 3.1 )
N

of the picture

where N is the number of pixels

3.4. Results of the short beam shear tests

3.4.1. Variation of the interlaminar shear strength in the

axial direction of the cylinder

The first question arising during an experimental investigation studying the

variation of a mechanical property in cylinders is : does the location, from which

the specimens are coming, influences the result of the mechanical

measurements ? For this reason, the changes of the interlaminar shear strength

(ILSS) along the axial direction are studied for a cylinder.
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Figure 3.7: Variation of the ILSS along the axial direction

Eleven rings are cut from the cylinder. The domain covered by the rings is in the

middle of the length of the cylinder. It represents approximately 2 third of this

length. Ten samples are then tested for each ring.

The mean ILSS for the eleven rings are shown in Figure 3.7. The error for each

ring is ± 4%. The error for the 110 specimens is ± 6%. The variation of the mean

ILSS of each ring is below 4 %, i.e. the half of the error of each ring.

This result demonstrates that the ILSS can be considered as constant for the

entire domain studied. Therefore, only specimens from a ring in this range will

be tested in the next investigations.

3.4.2. Reference cylinder

In order to discuss the quality of the parts made with the tape winding process,

a reference cylinder is fabricated in two steps. First, it is wound with the

following processing parameters : nitrogen flow 2.81 m /h, nitrogen

temperature 700°C, force applied to the nip 276 N and processing speed 0.1 m/s.

Second, the cylinder is post-processed in an autoclave under vacuum. The other

parameters of the autoclave process are plotted in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Parameters during the autoclave process

The results of ten short beam shear measurements show that the mean

interlaminar shear strength of the post-processed cylinder is 34.78 N/mm with

an error of ± 4%.

3.4.3. Variation of the interlaminar shear strength with the

nitrogen flow temperature and the compaction force

applied to the nip line

The results of different experimental investigations prove that the temperature of

the composite material [57]
(heating power [2]&[72]) and the compaction force

applied to the nip
[32][38]&[55] influence the mechanical properties of the laminate

produced with the tape winding or the tape placement processes. Therefore,
this investigation studies the variations of the interlaminar shear strength (ILSS)
as function of these two parameters.

Winding speed 0.1 m/s, nitrogen flow 2.81 m /h and winding pitch 5.7 mm are

not changed during this investigation. Ten samples are tested for each set of

process parameters. The mean ILSS as function of the nitrogen temperature at

the torch outlet and of the compaction force applied to the nip is displayed in

Figure 3.9. The results are also listed in Table 3.1.
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The cylinder with the lowest ILSS is also the cylinder with the largest error.

Since the range of ILSS is not the largest one in this cylinder, it is assumed that

the large variations in percent come essentially from the low mean ILSS.
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Figure 3.9: ILSS in function of the nitrogen flow temperature and of the

compaction force applied to the nip

Nitrogen Flow

Temperature

Compaction Force ILSS Error

°C N N/mm2 %

650 138 24.28 4.50

700 138 25.85 2.00

750 138 27.38 3.70

550 276 14.66 10.10

600 276 24.01 4.50

650 276 27.20 4.30

700 276 26.74 6.00

500 414 17.01 6.00

550 414 22.27 3.50

600 414 26.14 6.00

Table 3.1: ILSS in function of the nitrogen flow temperature and of the

compaction force applied to the nip

Figure 3.9 shows that the temperature range studied for each constant

compaction force is relatively small: 100°C or 150 °C. The reason is that the

experimental possibilities are bracket by inadequate bonding at the lowest
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nitrogen temperature and by high tape deformations at the highest nitrogen

temperature. When the bonding between the preform surfaces is insufficient,
the cylinder delaminates at the end of the process. The tape can be correctly laid

down and the temperature of the incoming tape can be measured by the

pyrometer, when the width of the deformed tape is closed to the winding pitch.
The reasons are that the previously laid composite material guides laterally the

incoming tape, and that the program defines the position of the pyrometer spot.

The results presented in Figure 3.9 confirm results of Goedels [32], who notices

that the influence of the compaction force decreases with an increasing

temperature. Comparing the vertical spaces between the curves can bring this

through.

Considering the maximum ILSS for each compaction force (27.38, 27.20 and

26.14), Table 3.1 shows that the ILSS-variations are larger than the difference

between the maximum and the minimum values of those ILSS. The maximum

ILSS can be reached for each of the compaction force employed in this study by

varying the nitrogen flow temperature. This result demonstrates that there exists

a processing window that allows to process cylinders with the best achievable

ILSS.

Finally, the influence of the nitrogen flow temperature and of the compaction
force applied to the nip is relatively high as expected. The maximum ILSS

obtained during this study are about 80% of that of the post-consolidated

cylinder.

3.4.4. Variation of the interlaminar shear strength with the

nitrogen flow temperature and the winding pitch

The work presented in this section is motivated by the upper limit mentioned

above, i.e. the increase of the nitrogen flow temperature is limited when other

process parameters are kept constant. Since this limit appears during the

fabrication of cylinders using the sets of process parameters that produce the

cylinders with the best interlaminar shear strength (ILSS), and the ILSS depends
on the process temperature, this section aims to study the influence of the

nitrogen flow temperature and of the winding pitch on the ILSS. This work

enables to observe if the variation of the winding pitch results in change of the

maximum ILSS that is achievable by increasing the nitrogen flow temperature,
and then to show if it is possible to obtain ILSS for tape wound cylinders higher
than 80% ofthat of the post-consolidated cylinder.
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Figure 3.10: ILSS as function of the nitrogen flow temperature and of the

winding pitch

The constant process parameters of this study are the winding speed 0.1 m/s,
the nitrogen flow 2.81 m /h and the compaction force applied to the nip 276 N.

Ten samples are tested for each set of process parameters. The mean ILSS as

function of the nitrogen temperature at the torch outlet and of the winding pitch
is plotted in Figure 3.10. The results are given in Table 3.2.

Nitrogen Flow

Temperature

Winding Pitch ILSS Error

°C mm N/mm2 %

500 5.5 8.21 15.50

550 5.5 17.76 6.10

600 5.5 24.58 5.80

650 5.5 27.59 4.80

550 5.7 14.68 10.30

600 5.7 24.01 4.50

650 5.7 27.20 4.30

700 5.7 26.78 6.20

600 5.9 23.22 4.60

650 5.9 26.83 5.90

700 5.9 27.67 3.80

Table 3.2: ILSS as function of the nitrogen flow temperature and of the

winding pitch
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As in the previous section, the highest relative errors are encountered for the

cylinders with the lowest ILSS.

The results presented in Figure 3.10 show that the increase of the winding pitch
from 5.7 mm to 5.9 mm doesn't enable to increase the nitrogen flow temperature

during the process. They point out that the deformation of the incoming tape is

highly sensitive to the nitrogen flow temperature in the domain of the process

parameters studied. This implies that the possibilities to increase the winding

pitch in order to increase of the ILSS are small.

This investigation confirms that the best ILSS for each winding pitch is constant

at about 80% ofthat of the post-consolidated cylinder.

3.4.5. Variation of the interlaminar shear strength with the

nitrogen flow temperature and the winding speed
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Figure 3.11: ILSS as function of the preheating power
(winding speed 0.3 m/s)

Various authors [18]&[48] show that the winding speed is also one of the process

parameters that influences the mechanical properties of the parts produced.

The winding speed is increased in two steps. First, a winding speed of 0.3 m/s is

considered. Second, the winding speed is changed to 0.5 m/s. During this work,
the preheating channel is used, because a higher heating power is required to

warm up the incoming tape.
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Considering that the incoming tape is a longer time in contact with the hot air in

the preheating channel, the hot air gun power is the parameter that is varied for

the winding speed of 0.3 m/s. The other process parameters are kept constant :

the nitrogen flow 2.81 m /h, the nitrogen flow temperature 700°C,
the compaction force applied to the nip 276 N and the winding pitch 5.3 mm.

Preheating ILSS Error

W N/mm2 %

900 21.65 3.60

1200 24.72 3.60

1500 25.63 3.30

Variation 26.51 1.40

Table 3.3: ILSS as function of the preheating power
(winding speed 0.3 m/s)

For each set of process parameters, ten specimens are tested with the short beam

shear apparatus. Figure 3.11 displays the mean ILSS for the different cylinders

processed with a winding speed of 0.3 m/s. The short beam shear results are also

listed in Table 3.3.

Once again the maximum ILSS is approximately equal to 80% of that of the

post-processed cylinder. The limit can be reached with a speed three times faster

than that in the two previous sections.

For the fabrication of the cylinders with a speed of 0.5 m/s, two heating

parameters are varied : 1) the nitrogen flow temperature, 2) the power of the hot

air gun. The other process parameters are the nitrogen flow 2.81 m /h,
the compaction force applied to the nip 276 N and the winding pitch 5.2 mm.

Ten specimens are tested for each set of process parameters. Figure 3.12 plots
the results of the short beam shear tests for the different cylinders processed
with a winding speed of 0.5 m/s. Table 3.4 lists them.

In Figure 3.12, the shape of the curve for the preheating power 2100 W is

different than that for the preheating power 1500 W. Considering the errors of

both curves, the differences are not significant.
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Figure 3.12: ILSS as function of the preheating power

(winding speed 0.5 m/s)

As it can be seen in Figure 3.12, the highest plotted ILSS is lower than the limit

of 80%. For the domain of process parameters studied, those results show that

neither the variation of the preheating power nor that of the nitrogen flow

temperature permit to produce a cylinder with an ILSS of about 80% of that of

the post-processed cylinder. Therefore, a winding speed of 0.3 m/s is considered

as the limit for the current setup.

Nitrogen Flow

Temperature

Preheating Power ILSS Error

°C W N/mm2 %

750 1500 10.06 8.10

800 1500 14.86 10.60

850 1500 18.39 8.00

650 2100 9.15 14.00

700 2100 11.66 19.00

750 2100 16.77 6.00

Table 3.4: ILSS as function of the preheating power
(winding speed 0.5 m/s)
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3.5. Measurements with the pyrometer

Since the temperature of the incoming tape just before the nip gives
informations on the welding temperature, and since it can enable in some cases

to determine whether or not degradation takes place in this region, representative

examples are presented in this section (Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14).

Both diagrams show temperature measurements performed with the pyrometer.

Figure 3.13 plots examples made during the fabrication of cylinders using a

winding speed of 0.1 m/s and a winding pitch of 5.5 mm. Figure 3.14 displays
measurements performed during processes using a winding speed of 0.3 m/s.

Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 are divided in eight time intervals of 123.5 s and

43.5 s. They correspond to the duration of the lay down of a layer during the

tape winding process.

At the end of a layer, the incoming tape must go up the previous layer so as to

start the next one. This causes instabilities in the guiding of the incoming tape.
Since the axial position of the incoming tape isn't perfectly defined, the spot of

the pyrometer isn't any more focused only on the incoming tape.
Its measurements have no physical meaning. They are therefore not plotted in

the graphs.

100

—TN2 500°C

^TN2 500°C

-TN2 550°C

^TN2 550 °C

- TN2 600°C

-TN2 600 °C

- TN2 650°C

^TN2 650 °C

0 123 5 247 370.5 494 617 5 741 864 5 988

Elapsed process time [s]

Figure 3.13: Temperature during the process (speed 0.1 m/s,

winding pitch 5.5 mm)
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The number of measurements is higher for the processes with a winding speed
of 0.1 m/s. This allows to integrate them numerically prior to their

representation in Figure 3.13, in order to reduce the noise.

This noise origins from the vibrations of the winding machine. Since they are

transmitted to the holder of the pyrometer, the pyrometer spot moves relatively
to the incoming tape during the process. The measured temperature changes,
due to the high temperature gradients in the nip region.
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Figure 3.14: Temperature during the process (speed 0.3 m/s)

There are two curves for each nitrogen flow temperature in Figure 3.13.

The first one displays the integrated measurements and the second one the mean

layer temperatures. The measurements show that the second curves are

representative of the incoming tape temperature during the lay-down of each

layer, because this temperature is approximately constant.

The curves with the mean layer temperatures are not plotted in Figure 3.14,
because the temperature of the incoming tape changes during the process.

The measurements are not numerically integrated in Figure 3.14 in order to

visualize the variations.
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3.5.1. Discussion on the polymer chain diffusion

Figure 3.15 shows a measurement made with a differential scanning calorimeter.

The large decrease between 25°C and 40°C is caused by instabilities related to

the change from isothermal to isogradient measurements. The large increase

between 200°C and 205°C is due to the reverse effect (isogradient to isothermal

measurements). The low decrease between 40°C and 110 °C is caused by the

temperature-dependent heat capacity that influences the heat flow between the

two crucibles. Figure 3.15 displays also the melting behavior of the

thermoplastic matrix. The phase transition begins at approximately 110°C and

endsatl80°C.

Considering the measurements presented in Figure 3.15, the melting temperature
of polypropylene is 180 °C. This means that the temperature of the incoming

tape is below the melting temperature of the thermoplastic matrix for all the

measurements shown in Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14. According to those

figures, the incoming tape temperature is however in the phase transition

domain. This is also the case for all the experimental investigations presented in

section 3.4.
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Figure 3.15: Differential scanning calorimeter measurement of the fiber

reinforced polypropylene with an heating rate of 20 °C/min
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Cho and Kardos [16] show that the strength of semi-crystalline PEEK specimens
due to polymer chain diffusion develops when the specimen temperature is

lower than the melting temperature of the thermoplastic matrix. Considering this

observation, the results presented above can be considered as consistent.

Further investigations should be performed to relate the degree of polymer chain

diffusion with the temperature of the composite material during the process,

in order to determine if the bond strength difference between the best wound

specimens and the post-processed specimens is related with the polymer chain

diffusion process.

3.5.2. Discussion on the polymer degradation

Figure 3.16 plots a thermogravimetric analysis measurement of the glass fiber

reinforced polypropylene. The thermoplastic matrix is heated to the temperature

(200°C) at which the weight loss is studied. The first cooling is the end of the

weight loss study at 200°C. The measurements are finished with an enforced

degradation of the polypropylene with a heating of the thermoplastic matrix.

The released weight after the degradation is the weight of the fibers.
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Figure 3.16: TGA measurement of the fiber reinforced

polypropylene at 200 °C
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The weight loss of the thermoplastic matrix is lower than 1% after 24 hours.

Since the weight loss of the polypropylene at 200 °C can be neglected (see
Figure 3.16) and the temperature of the incoming tape is lower than 200 °C (see
Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14), the degradation is assumed to be negligible on the

surface measured by the pyrometer. Therefore, the 80% limit cannot be

explained by a degradation of the thermoplastic matrix at this location.

3.6. Micrograph analysis

The last sections don't indicate reasons for the difference between the results of

the short beam shear tests (SBS) for the best tape wound specimens and those

for the post-consolidated specimens. The short beam shear method characterizes

the entire structure of the samples and not directly the interlaminar properties of

the samples. The objective of this section is therefore to control whether or not

one of the reasons of this difference is related with the intralaminar structure.

This analysis doesn't study the fiber distribution, the fiber and matrix content,

because the same tape is used for the tape wound and post-processed specimens.

Only the void content (Table 3.5) and their locations are determined for some

specimens : they are cut from the post-consolidated cylinder and from the

cylinders presented in section 3.4.4 that have the best interlaminar shear

strength.

Process Nitrogen Flow

Temperature

Winding
Pitch

Number of

Analyzed Pictures

Void

Content

Error

°C mm %

Autoclave 56 0.46 0.08

Tape

Winding

650 5.5 64 1.08 0.12

Tape

Winding

700 5.7 64 1.48 0.10

Tape

Winding

700 5.9 64 1.47 0.10

Table 3.5: Void contents
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Figure 3.17: Different regions identified in a micrograph

Table 3.5 shows that the void content of the post-processed cylinder is lower

than those of the tape wound cylinders. The cylinder wound at 650 °C has also a

lower void content than the two other wound cylinders.

Considering that the bonding regions (black lines) and those originated from the

tape (rest), the voids are located in the tapes (Figure 3.17). Since the tape

temperature before the nip is lower than the melting temperature of the

thermoplastic matrix during the tape winding process, it is assumed that the

intralaminar voids are not caused by a deconsolidation of the incoming tape,
because the polypropylene matrix is partly crystalline in the tape. It is further

presumed that they are already present in the original tape.

Despite the voids are intralaminar, the different void contents could be one of

the reasons for the 80% limit, because the voids influence the mechanical

properties of laminates [24]. They are probably not the single cause, because the

tape wound cylinders with the best interlaminar shear strength have different

void contents, and because the latter is low.

Considering the high viscosity of the thermoplastic matrix and the very short

dwell time at the nip, a better consolidation of the tape should be performed

upwards of the nip to reduce or eliminate the intralaminar voids in the tape
wound cylinders. This can be done on-line or prior to the tape winding process.
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3.7. Conclusion

This work confirms that the compaction force applied to the nip, the heating

power and the winding speed influence the interlaminar shear strength (ILSS).
It shows also that the influence of the winding pitch should not be neglected.

This experimental work shows that the best ILSS determined with the short

beam shear test for the tape wound cylinders is 80% of that of the post-

processed cylinder. Different sets of process parameters lead to this limit.

The experimental investigations demonstrate that the cause of this difference

isn't the degradation of the thermoplastic matrix on the incoming tape just
before the nip.

The microstructure analysis shows that the void contents of the tape wound

cylinders are higher than that of the post-processed cylinder. The voids are

localized in the regions that are originally inside the tape. They are not process-

induced. A better pre-consolidation of the tape should reduce or eliminate the

voids in the tape wound cylinders, and improve the short beam shear results.

This can be done on-line or prior to the automated tape winding process.

The incoming tape temperature measured by the pyrometer just before the nip is

lower than the melting temperature of the polypropylene matrix. The highest
measured temperatures are however in the phase transition domain. Further

investigations need to be performed to determine whether or not the polymer
chain diffusion through the interfaces is another cause of the limit.

In the next chapter, a numerical program will be presented. It simulates the

temperature of the composite material during the automated tape winding

process. Then a model will be added in the numerical program, to evaluate the

degree of polymer chain diffusion. Simulations will be performed to define

whether or not the polymer chain diffusion is a cause of the 80% limit.
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CHAPTER 4

Thermal Phenomena in the Automated

Tape Winding Process: Computational Simulations and

Experimental Validations

4.1. Introduction

Filament winding with on-line impregnation of thermoset matrix and automated

placement of thermoset pre-impregnated tapes are established processes.

Their course is divided in two main steps. First, the composite material is laid

down on a support and subsequently on the substrate until the latter forms the

desired part. In the second step, the thermoset matrix is cured.

The use of the thermoset matrixes is the cause of various process drawbacks:

slipping of rovings and tows limits the selection of the fiber orientations in the

final part, the exothermic reaction of the thermoset matrix creates problems in

case of thick laminates, and the curing of the thermoset increases manufacturing
time and necessitates further tooling and ancillary materials.

These limitations do not occur when a pre-impregnated fiber reinforced

thermoplastic tape is bounded on-line to the substrate. The bonding process of

the incoming tape to the substrate begins to develop in the region closed to the

nip line. It consists of two steps. First, compaction forces are applied to the nip
to create an intimate contact between the joining surfaces. Second, the polymer
chains diffuse through the contact areas.
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Hot Gas Torch

Substrate

Pyrometer
Nip point
Pyrometer

Spo°' / Tow Guide

Compaction Roller

Figure 4.1: Sketch of the current tape winding setup

Hot Gas Torch

Compaction Roller

Figure 4.2: Sketch of a tape placement setup

On-line bonding can be applied to the automated tape winding (Figure 4.1) and

the automated tape placement (Figure 4.2). Both manufacturing processes have

the potential to widespread the use of composite materials and are very

promising in terms of cost-effectiveness and implementation of tailored design
solutions.
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Motivated by the high potential of thermoplastics, several researchers

investigated theoretically these processes. Models take into account intimate

contact [56], healing (autohesion, self-diffusion, polymer chain diffusion) [56],
melting and crystallization [80], thermoplastic degradation [70], void consolidation

and growth [69], process induced stresses
[29] and viscoelastic deformation of the

material in the nip [81].

As each of these phenomena are dependent on either the temperature,
the temperature gradients or both, a simulation of those processes must use a

thermodynamic model that describes reliably the temperature distributions.

Thermal analyses
[1]&[83]

are performed accounting for different types of heat

sources. It is also necessary to compare the model predictions with

measurements to assess its accuracy, otherwise the modeling effort is an

intellectual enterprise. Earlier investigations consider steady-state thermal

models or quasi-steady-state models. Grove [34]
presents a two-dimensional

steady-state model. Argarwal et al. [1]
use the two-dimensional model developed

by Beyeler and Guçeri [11]. Their comparisons between the measurements and

the computed temperatures suggest that only 20% of the laser energy is

absorbed. Mantel et al. [57] simulate the tape laying process considering an

intimate contact model. Mantel et al. [55] add a polymer chain diffusion model.

James and Black [42] validate a three-dimensional model with measurements

made with an infrared camera. Kim et al. [46]
use a two-dimensional model for

the tape-laying process. They found reasonable agreements between their

numerical results and their experimental data given by thermocouples. Somnez

and Hahn [80] describe the tape placement process with a two-dimensional model

including the crystallization and melting kinetics of the thermoplastic matrix.

The two-dimensional model presented by Shih and Loos [77]&[78] simulates the

thermoplastic filament winding process, however the incoming tape is not

integrated in the model. Tumkor et al. [91]
present an unsteady-state model for

the tape laying process. They introduce a time-delay at the end of each layer to

control the validity of their model with the measurements made

by Kim et al.[46].

James and Black [42] mention that steady three-dimensional analysis cannot

accurately model the frequent cycling of their infrared lamp in the axial

direction, the conditions that exist in the manufacture of short filament wound or

very thin parts. Yardimci et al. [99] mention that the quasi-steady-state models

neglect the effect of non-uniform heating and the effect of varying winding

speed during the process. More generally, steady-state models and quasi-steady-
state models cannot simulate processes when the boundary condition

assumptions are not fulfilled. They are only valid when a representative control

area or volume can be defined. Their usefulness is consequently limited to

particular cases that are bounded by the types of boundary conditions.
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Despite those limitations and the transient nature of those processes, there is to

the author's knowledge no transient simulations validated with transient

experiments.

The heat input of a hot gas torch (HGT) has not been thoroughly investigated.
Charrier et al. [15] evaluate this coefficient to be 105 W/(m2K). Mantel et al. [57]

use a value 11357 W/(m K) for the coefficient of convection closed to the HGT

with a heated length of 63.5 mm. The convection coefficient behind the compact
roller is assumed to be 6814 W/(m2K). Kim et al. [46]

assume a convection

coefficient of 900 W/(m K) between the gas and the substrate, and a coefficient

of 250 W/(m K) between the gas and the incoming tape. The heated areas on the

substrate and the incoming tape are assumed to be 11 mm long. Somnez and

Hahn [80]
assume a coefficient of 2500 W/(m2K) on a heated length of 15 mm for

their parametric study. Shih and Loos [78] determine the coefficient by comparing
measurements and model predictions. They estimate it to have a value of

350 W/(m2K).

The objective of the present chapter is therefore threefold : 1) to develop a three-

dimensional transient thermal model for the tape winding process,

2) to describe a method to determine separately the heat transfer between the hot

gas from a HGT and the composite material, 3) to demonstrate the validity of

the model by comparing the model predictions with temperature measurements.

4.2. Theory

In the present model, the heat transfer in the composite material is described by
the heat diffusion equation for anisotropic materials. Cylindrical coordinates are

appropriate for the substrate (Equation 4.1) and the Cartesian coordinates for the

incoming tape (Equation 4.2). The incoming tape is assumed to be straight in the

model.

K, ( d2T ^
r—- +—

dr dr r1 dip2
'

dz-
^

dt
'

The progress of the tape winding process is simulated throughout the adaptation
of the mesh : different meshes describe the material according to the ellapsed

process time.
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The model does not consider heat generation/sink term in Equation 4.1 and

Equation 4.2, because (Figure 4.3) :

Hme « QHG (4.3)

Hcr « QE (4.4)

Based on measurements made with a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC)
with a heating rate of 0.3°C/s, the influence of dHme/dt (dHcr/dt) results in an

overestimation of the temperature at the nip point by approximately 5°C.

Since the heating rate is three orders of magnitude (at least 1000 °C/s),
this value is a maximum error.

To solve Equation 4.1 and Equation 4.2, the initial and the boundary conditions

must be specified (see Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3: Location of the boundary conditions

Equation 4.5 and Equation 4.6 determine the initial temperature of the mandrel

and of the incoming tape. Before the beginning of the process, the mandrel is

kept enough time at room temperature so that thermal equilibrium with the

environment is reached. The incoming tape originates from a spool whose

temperature is only influenced by the room temperature.
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T = Tmi (4.5)

T = Tti (4.6)

Since the composite material is in contact with the guiding elements and the

compaction roller, contact boundary conditions are introduced in the model at

their respective locations with :

T = TG (4.7)

T = TR (4.8)

Convective heat tranfer exists at the internal surface of the mandrel and at the

external surface of the substrate :

qE=aE(T-TE) (4.9)

Two surfaces are subjected to the convection heat transfer of the hot gas torch,
the incoming tape and the substrate :

qHG=aHG{THG-Ts) (4.10)

Remark

The heat transfer is determined assuming a pure convection between the

material and the environment. Radiation is not considered.

The influence of radiation terms (see Figure 4.4) on heat transfer is smaller

than 6% in the considered temperature range (Equation 4.11) with Th=113 °C,

Tc=30 °C, aE=21 W/m2K and a'E =11.58 W/m2K.

\aE{Th -Tc)dTh - \(aE{Th -Tc) + e0(Th4 -Tc4))dTh
T

error =
v

\(aE(Th-Tc)+eo(T:-Tc4))dTh
(4.11)

where a'E is the real convection coefficient
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the heat losses

4.3. Numerical simulation

4.3.1. Approach

A numerical simulation of the process has been performed using a commercial

FE-program (ANSYS version 5.6 [5]). It considers that the laying location of the

incoming tape is moving, that the locations of the boundary conditions are

changing and that the mass of the substrate is increasing.

A critical issue in the development of the model is how to deal with computer
time limitations. In the present study, three grids of different fineness were

employed in different regions to circumvent the combination of a very large
number of elements and time steps.

A grid generation process is meant to correspond to only a time step, because

the regions with high and low temperature gradients vary during the simulation.

Since the grids generation requires a large CPU-time and the simulations use the

same grids during a parametric study, the program consists of three stages

(Figure 4.5): the creation of the basic mesh, the creation of the grids for each

step, and the simulation of the process.
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Stage 1 Start

i

Creation of the basic mesh

r___________________________________________________________________

Stage II
Step incrementation

Removing of the elements that are in the reffinement and transition

regions, and creation of the elements for the reffined and transition areas

Creation of the connection tables with the last step for

the determination of the step initial thermal conditions

Saving of the mesh with the connection tables

Figure 4.5: Flow chart of the program
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4.3.2. Discretization and solution procedure

Stage I : Creation of the basic mesh

The first stage is to discretize the basic geometry (see Figure 4.6), i.e. the

mandrel and the laid material at the end of the process. The mesh is coarse,

because the temperature gradients are small in most regions. This mesh defines

the winding path, the number of simulation steps and the amount of material laid

during a simulation step.

The latter is given by the volume of one basic element. The width and the

thickness are equal to the width and the thickness of the incoming tape after the

compaction. The duration of a step can be determined by the length of the basic

element divided by the process-speed in the tape motion direction.

At =
^ (4.12)

Figure 4.6: View of the basic mesh
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Stage II : Creation of the mesh for each steps

The basic mesh is too coarse to accurately model regions where high

temperature gradients are expected, i.e. the nip region and the incoming tape.
In this context, a procedure to locally refine the mesh is presented in the

following.

The second stage begins with the removing of the elements of the substrate that

are not yet laid down in the current time step. Then, the elements of the basic

geometry are taken off in the region of the nip point (Figure 4.7). The fine and

transition meshes replace them. Finally, the elements representing the incoming

tape are added to the grid (Figure 4.8).

ANSYS

Figure 4.7: View of the geometry before the introduction of the fine and

transition grids

The nodes are however kept during the removing session of the elements.

They will be used in the determination of some initial conditions (see Stage III).
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ANSYS

Figure 4.8: View of the nip region with one mesh refinement

Stage II is repeated for each time step. Figure 4.9 to Figure 4.12 show the grids
for successive steps assuming a constant time step (constant process-speed).

Figure 4.9: mesh at ti Figure 4.10: mesh at t2=ti+At
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Figure 4.11 : mesh at t3=t2+At Figure 4.12: mesh at t4=t3+At

Stage III : Simulation of the process

The simulation of a step begins with the loading of the geometry. Since the nip
line is moving (see Figure 4.9 to Figure 4.12), the boudary conditions are

adapted in relation to its location. Generally, the initial conditions are equal to

the final conditions of the preceding step. For the nodes corresponding to nip
surface, the initial condition is the mean value of the final condition of the

merging nodes. The initial conditions for the new generated nodes are

determined considering the initial conditions of the surrounding nodes of the

basic geometry. In this study, they are evaluated with linear shape functions

according to the theory of finite elements [5].

Once the initial and the boundary conditions are determined, the program solves

the problem for the step at hand and stores the results in a file. This operation is

repeated until the solution of all steps is known.

The use of finite elements introduces one complication at the beginning and the

end of the layers: each contact surface between two elements must be the same.

The reason is that otherwise more than one shape function would exist between

the same nodes. To avoid this problem, the lay down process is supposed to be

terminated and restarted for each layer. The elements of the new layer are laid

directly on the elements of the last layer and the winding direction is changed
between two successive layers.
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4.3.3. Material parameters

The material parameters are determined with standard measurement methods

and are summarized in Table 4.1. During the simulations, the density is assumed

to remain constant. The specific heat as a function of the temperature has been

determined using a differential scanning calorimeter measurement system.

K [33] K [33] K [33] P[33] C

W/(mK) W/(mK) W/(mK) kg/m3 J/(kg K)

0.55 0.41 0.41 1640 969.32+5.0244 T - 0.0097944 T2

Table 4.1: Material parameters

4.3.4. Results

bo \ ,—i
SO

Figure 4.13: Views of an example of a result for a time's step
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The result of a simulation step is given by the temperature history at each node.

Since there are several nodes, they are stored in an array. The sum of all the

arrays forms the complete result of a simulation.

A temperature plot example is shown in Figure 4.13. The heavy black lines

define some of the element borders. The transition mesh can be easily

recognized. It helps to determine the location of the nip line. The black area

corresponds to the contact areas between the composite material and the

compaction roller. The latter touches the composite at three locations:

the incoming tape, the compaction area and the substrate on the side of the nip
line. The last location is a line, because it is assumed that the composite material

is only compacted in the nip region. The reason of the dark narrow region
behind this line is that the heat does not have sufficient time to diffuse into the

composite material. There is also a border effect over the transition mesh. It is

due to the slow cold flow penetration between the downstream substrate and the

upstream substrate. Comparison between simulations and experiments are

presented and discussed after the section describing the experimental results.

4.4. Experimental determination of the heat transfer

in the vicinity of the gas torch

Since the literature provides extremely different values for the convective heat

transfer coefficient of the hot gas torch (ocHg) and the external stream

temperature (THg) in Equation 4.10, this chapter aims to determine them

experimentally.

The first question arising is if the flow is laminar or turbulent for the selected

process parameters (see Table 4.2). According to Incropera and DeWitt [39],
the critical Reynolds number corresponding to the onset of turbulence is 2300 in

a fully developed flow.

v- (T) d
Re =^r (4.13)

v{T)
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SET T dVRT/dt n
[94]

Prt p[94] vT v[94] Re

— °C m3/h kg/m3 kg/m3 m/s 10"7m2/s —

1 500 2.81 1.15 0.44 52.45 805 4627

2 650 2.81 1.15 0.36 62.61 1081 4112

Table 4.2: Reynolds number for the two sets of process parameters

Knowing the volumetric flow of the torch at room temperature, the temperature

dependent flow velocity can be calculated using Equation 4.14 and

Equation 4.15:

Vt(t) = YA?1 (4.14)

VAT) = J%VRT (4.15)
PtV)

Results are summarized in Table 4.2. They indicate that the flow in the vicinity
of the torch is not laminar. Therefore, the measurement system must smooth its

turbulent variations, or be fast enough to capture these fluctuations. The first

option is chosen herein.

4.4.1. Setup

A still setup was used for those measurements to avoid process-induced
vibrations that would false the measurements. This simplification doesn't

introduce large errors, because the velocity of the hot gas is two orders of

magnitude higher than the velocity of the incoming tape.

The temperature distribution of the hot gas in the nip region is measured with an

infrared camera. Since bolometers cannot determine directly the temperature of

a gas, a special sheet made from a low conductivity material [4] is introduced at

the center of the gas flow. The sheet has a thickness of 0.2 mm to minimize the

conduction heat transfer, the influence on the hot gas flow, and subsequently
measurement errors.
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Hot Gas Torch

Mandrel

Compaction Roller Tape

Figure 4.14: View from the infrared camera

Hot Gas Torch

Mandrel

Compaction Roller jape

Figure 4.15: Example of an infrared picture
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Figure 4.14 shows the setup as it is viewed from the infrared camera location.

In this setup, an iron band replaces the incoming thermoplastic tape on each side

of the low conductivity sheet, to avoid matrix degradation effects. The roller is

also divided in two equal parts. In this configuration, the rollers and the iron

tapes act as a holder for the sheet. The latter is also fixed on the mandrel and is

lightly stretched to prevent any displacements.

4.4.2. Measurement and evaluation method

Once the setup is mounted, the hot gas torch is turned on. After an equilibration
time, infrared pictures are recorded. Different temperature scales were used for

each combination of parameters, to capture precisely the high temperature

gradients.

Figure 4.15 shows an example of an infrared picture. Since the temperature
scales are chosen to determine the temperature field of the hot gas flow in the

nip region, only few other elements can be seen on the picture. The incoming

tape, the compaction roller, the mandrel, the hot gas torch and the isolation sheet

can be recognized, because they are continuously heated by the hot gas flow.

The gray-scale format is chosen to facilitate the determination of the temperature
field on the isolation sheet. For each pixel, the gray level corresponds to a

defined temperature. The dimensions of the pixels are estimated with the

dimension of the elements that are seen on the infrared picture.

The temperature and geometric information are then compiled to piece together
the temperature field. Along the incoming tape and along the substrate,
the temperature outside the boundary layers is then directly read from the above

process.

In order to calculate the convective heat transfer coefficient, the temperature
variation along the normal direction to the heated surface is determined. Figure
4.16 shows a sketch to support the explanation of the method used. The squares

represent the pixels of an infrared picture. The black areas correspond to surface

elements. The white elements belong to the area heated by the hot gas. The gray

line is the slope of the surface, and the one with an arrow represents the normal

to it. This latter line goes through the center of the first white pixel away from

the element surface. Its origin "O" is at the intersection between the white and

black region. It is divided in segments. They correspond to the intersections

between the pixels and the normal. The middle of each segment is denoted with
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a "S". There are 18 such locations in the present example. The last one (Sis) is

the top of the perpendicular line.

h 0 : Origin of the perpendicular line

% Si g : Top of the perpendicular line
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Figure 4.16: Principle of the determination of the temperature variation through
a boundary layer
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The temperature at each location S is reported on a diagram. Figure 4.17 shows

an example of the temperature variation through such a boundary layer.
The distances between the point on the abscissa are not constant, because the

lengths of the segments are not constant.
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Figure 4.17: Temperature through a boundary layer created

by the hot gas torch

The convective heat transfer coefficient is calculated with the temperature curve

through the boundary layer, Equation 4.16 and the thermal conductivity of the

hot gas. Appendix A describes the well-known development that leads to

Equation 4.16.

^HG
-K W

(THG-Ts){dy (4.16)
V"/A=o

As shown in Figure 4.17, the temperature distribution in the vicinity of the tape

can be assumed to be linear. Therefore Equation 4.16 can be approximated as

follow :

au
K

V max -*Si /

f j —T\

y
S2-Sl

y

(4.17)
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The previous method is repeated for each pixel along the incoming tape and the

substrate.

4.4.3. Results

Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19 show the temperature outside the boundary layers.

To limit the noise due to the approximation made with the pixels in the

evaluation of the convective coefficient, the average of 10 coefficients is

calculated. Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21 display the convective coefficient on the

incoming tape and on the substrate.

The values on the ordinates of Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.20 and those on the

ordinates of Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.21 correspond to the same parts of the

boundary layers.
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Figure 4.18: Temperature outside the boundary layer between the incoming

tape and the hot nitrogen flow
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Figure 4.19: Temperature outside the boundary layer between the substrate and

the hot nitrogen flow
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Figure 4.20: Convective coefficient between the incoming tape and the hot

nitrogen flow
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Figure 4.21: Convective coefficient between the substrate and the hot nitrogen
flow

In Figure 4.18, the location between 0 and 10 are upstream of the hot gas torch,
and the nitrogen temperature is lower than that at the hot gas torch outlet. In the

rest of the locations, the nitrogen temperature is approximately equal to the

temperature at the outlet of the torch. The location of their measurements is in

the main flow direction.

The locations between 0 and 20 in Figure 4.20 are upstream of the torch. On this

part, the convective coefficients increase slowly. The presence of convective

coefficients means that there is a part of the nitrogen that flows in the opposite
direction to the nip (back flow). Elements of the setup prevent further

measurements in that direction (Figure 4.14).

The locations between 30 and 75 in Figure 4.20 are directly under the hot gas

and the torch. The middle of the flow has the highest convective coefficient. It is

assumed that the different flow conditions between its center and its border

cause this difference. The flow profiles inside a tube are not constant.

They show generally a maximum in their center. Therefore the nitrogen speed is

higher under the center of the hot gas torch than under its borders.

As the surface of the incoming tape is not perpendicular to the nitrogen flow, the

lateral position of the origin and the top of the perpendicular line serving to the

determination of a local convective coefficient are not the same (Figure 4.16).
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As a consequence, the maximum of the curves of Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.20

are not on the same perpendicular of the incoming tape.

Measurements are not possible over the location 80 in Figure 4.18 and Figure
4.20. This can be explained by vortexes that are due to the closed nip region.

They stop the hot nitrogen flowing up in the nip and therefore the convection.

The presence of a convective heat transfer on the substrate could confirm the

existence of vortexes that deviate the nitrogen flow. Figure 4.21 shows the

convective coefficients. Their maximum values are the closest to the nip.

They are approximately equal to the last one before the vortexes on the

incoming tape. The convective coefficient decreases approximately linearly with

the distance to the nip.

Figure 4.19 shows that the temperature increases and decreases relatively fast.

It rises, because the location of the maximum temperature on the perpendicular
to the substrate surface becomes closer to the torch outlet. It diminishes when it

moves away.

4.5. Experiments for the validation of the simulation

4.5.1. Setup

Figure 4.22: Tape winding setup at the ETH
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The setup for the experimental validation is shown in Figure 4.22. It consists of

a Baer WSE-II winding machine with a Baer TCS-84 control system and an

ADC compaction assembly.

A program controls the winding process (it determines the constant processing

speed and the winding paths). The process is continuous and uses a small

winding angle (hoop winding). Equation 4.18 gives the geometrical relation that

defines the winding angle:

2n R

r = ±arctan ^ (4.18)
w

The plus minus sign in Equation 4.18 denotes that the winding angle changes

alternately between the even and uneven layers.

The ADC control cabinet fixes the parameters of the hot gas torch that is the

nitrogen flow and the temperature at the outlet of the hot gas torch.

A pressure regulator (Festo MPPE-3-010B) and two pyrometers (Heimann
KT 19.82 and KT 15.82) are connected to a PC that runs Labview to visualize

and store the pressure and temperature data during the experiments.
The pressure regulator serves to set the pressure of the compaction roller.

Figure 4.1 shows the location of the pyrometer spots. Both pyrometers move

laterally with the compaction assembly. The nip point pyrometer measures the

temperature of the incoming tape just before the nip line. This is to avoid

measurement errors resulting from mixed values between the substrate

temperature, the nip temperature and the incoming tape temperature.
The knowledge of the incoming tape temperature just before the nip line is

essential, because the phenomena at the nip line are directly dependent on this

temperature. It enables to control the validity of the heat input upstream from the

nip line.

In comparison to the nip point location, the substrate pyrometer is shifted

12.5 mm along the axial direction of the mandrel to avoid any mixed

measurements between the layer that was previously laid and the current one.

The substrate pyrometer enables to determine the variation of the substrate

temperature during the process in an area without high temperature gradients,
because such gradients twist the measurements and introduce uncertainty.
It enables to verify the influence of the time on the process.
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4.5.2. Experiments

SET T P V Y

~ °C N m/s o

1 500 276 0.1 89.3

2 650 276 0.1 89.3

Table 4.3: Experimental parameters

All processing parameters are chosen according to prior experimental
studies [90]. The research is focusing on the influence of the processing

parameters on the laminate quality of the final part. Two sets of parameters have

been selected considering parts with low and high interlaminar shear strength
values. Both sets of parameters (see Table 4.3) use the same winding speed and

winding angle. To avoid long computation time, the length of the cylinders is

reduced in comparison to the experimental study. It is however long enough to

obtain a stabilized temperature with the nip point pyrometer.

4.5.3. Results
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Figure 4.23: Experimental measurements of the nip point pyrometer with the

first set of parameters
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Figure 4.24: Experimental measurements of the nip point pyrometer with the

second set of parameters
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Figure 4.25: Experimental measurements of the substrate pyrometer with the

first set of parameters
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Elapsed process time [s]
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Figure 4.26: Experimental measurements of the substrate pyrometer with the

second set of parameters

Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.24 show the temperatures measured by the nip point

pyrometer for the two sets of parameters. The eight suites of temperature

correspond to the measurements for the eight layers. The duration of the lay
down of a layer was 32 s. The diagram does not exhibit the temperatures at the

beginning and the end of the layers, because the measurements are meaningless.
The temperature variation is due to the vibrations that are transmitted from the

setup to the pyrometer holder. They change the physical location of the

pyrometer spot on the incoming tape, and thus the temperature that is measured

by the pyrometer. With the exception of two values, all the measurements of a

suite are however inside + 7% of the mean value of the temperature of a layer.
As expected, the mean temperature of the incoming tape remains almost

constant during the winding process. The small mean temperature increase is

probably due to the temperature increase of the elements that are heated during
the whole process by the hot gas flow and are in contact with the incoming tape.

Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26 display the measurements of the substrate

pyrometer. In contrast to the measurements shown in Figure 4.23 and

Figure 4.24, the vibrations of the pyrometer holder have no visible influence on

the temperature, because the spot is focused on very low temperature gradient
areas.
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Due to the shifted location of the spot in comparison to the nip point,
the measurements of the uneven layer are made on the one that was previously
laid, and those of the even layer on the one that is currently laid. This explains
the different trends between the even and uneven layer measurements. There is a

very low increase on the even layer, and a strong temperature decrease on the

uneven layer from the fifth layer. The temperature increases are low, because the

elapsed time between the heating and the measurement is constant on the even

layer. The decreases become visible when the substrate temperature is high and

the heat losses through convection and radiation with the surrounding air

influence sufficiently the substrate temperature.

From the third layer, strong decreases and increases can be recognized between

the end of the uneven layer and the beginning of the even one. This is due to the

shifted position of the pyrometer that measures cold areas at the end of each

uneven lay-down step.

The comparison of the measurements of the even layers shows the general trend

of the temperature of the substrate. It rises with the number of the laid layers.
This increase is however not linear, but decreases with the number of layers.
This phenomenon is a consequence of the increase of the heat losses through
convection with the surrounding air when the substrate temperature rises.

4.6. Comparison between experiments and

simulations

To discuss the validity of the numerical model, two runs were performed to

simulate the experiments presented above. The parameters for the boundary
conditions are listed in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5. The convective coefficient

between the environment and the substrate, the guiding and roller temperatures
have been experimentally determined (Figure 4.3).

TG TR aE

°C °C W/(m2K)
135 233 21

Table 4.4: First set of simulation parameters
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TG TR ocE

°C °C W/(m2K)
162 262 21

Table 4.5: Second set of simulation parameters

Figure 4.27 and Figure 4.28 display the temperatures measured with the nip

point pyrometer and the results of the simulation. The latter are the mean

temperature of the nodes that are included in the ellipse that corresponds to the

pyrometer spot in the model. The maximum error is 7.6 %. The curves show that

the error decreases with the number of layers. The reason is that the temperature
of the guiding element (TG) is chosen constant during the simulation, and that its

value is not determined considering transient effects. Agreement between

experiments and simulations is good, thus confirming the validity of the model

and of the assumptions. In particular, we deduce that the influence of melting
and crystallization energy can be neglected.
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Figure 4.27: Validation with the measurements of the nip point pyrometer with

the first set of parameters
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Figure 4.28: Validation with the measurements of the nip point pyrometer with

the second set of parameters

Figure 4.29 and Figure 4.30 show the comparison of the simulation results with

the measurements of the substrate pyrometer. The peaks at the times 64, 128 and

193 s in the simulated temperature curves have no physical reason. They result

from the way the winding process has been modeled to simulate the transition

between two layers : the termination and the restart of each layer takes place on

the same location. This causes locally two successive heatings in a much shorter

time than in reality.

Around the times 32, 96, 160 and 224 s, the substrate pyrometer spot is

measuring the cold area beside the substrate which is not considered by the

numerical analysis.

The comparison of the experiments with the simulations in the region covered

by the substrate pyrometer shows again that they are in agreement with each

other. Not considering the inaccuracy in conjunction with the inversion of the

compaction assembly moving speed parallel to the mandrel, the difference

between measured and simulated temperature is below 10%.
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Figure 4.29: Validation with the measurements of the substrate pyrometer with

the first set of parameters
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Figure 4.30: Validation with the measurements of the substrate pyrometer with

the second set of parameters
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4.7. Conclusion and outlook

This study presents a numerical model to simulate the fiber reinforced

thermoplastic tape winding process. Unlike models used in other researches,
it considers transient three-dimensional effects. In order to provide accurate

input values for the model, a method to evaluate the heat flow parameters of the

hot gas torch (i.e. the outside flow temperature and the convective heat transfer

coefficient) is also developed. Concurrently to the numerical simulations,
a comprehensive experimental program is carried out to provide the data that

serve to validate the numerical simulations. The comparison of experimental
measurements and simulation predictions shows good agreements for the two

sets of parameters. As a next step, the developed model will be used in

conjunction with an adequate polymer chain diffusion model to predict the

quality of the bond strength with regard to different process parameters.

4.8. Nomenclature

a convective heat transfer coefficient

80 constant of Stefan-Boltzmann (5.67 10"8 W/m2K4)
y winding angle

cp circumferential coordinate

p density
x> cinematic viscosity

A cross-section

C specific heat

d diameter

H enthalpy
K thermal conductivity
1 length
P pressure

q heat transfer through a unit surface

Q heat transfer through a surface

r radial coordinate

R radius

Re Reynolds number

S location on the perpendicular to the surfaces for the measurement of

the heat transfer due to convection

t time

T temperature
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v winding speed
v flow velocity
V volume

w expected width of the incoming tape after compaction

x, y Cartesian coordinates

z axial coordinate

Subscript

cp circumferential coordinate

c cold

cr crystallization
E environment

G guiding element

h hot

HG hot gas

i initial

m mandrel

me melting
max maximum

0 outside

r radial coordinate

R roller

RT room temperature
S surface

t tape
T tube

x, y Cartesian coordinates

z axial coordinate

1 in the fiber direction

2, 3 perpendicular to the fiber direction
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CHAPTER 5

Heating Strategies for the Automated Tape Winding

(ATW) Process

5.1. Introduction

The automated tape winding and the automated tape placement processes are

promising techniques for manufacturing fiber reinforced thermoplastic
structures. Intrinsic advantages of those processes are the high reproducibility
of the manufactured parts, the reduced labor work and the enhanced safety for

the personal. Furthermore they provide high flexibility during manufacturing,
because the composite material can be bound on-line, post-processed and/or

reprocessed. The thickness of the final product is not limited, because the

on-line consolidation prevents the introduction of large process-induced stresses.

In the past, various researches have studied the influence of process parameters

on the phenomena that occur during those processes. Grove [34] models the

automated tape placement process. He studies the dependence of the temperature

history and temperature at some locations on the process speed, the laser

intensity, the angle of incidence, the laser beam and the surface reflectance of

the composite material. Mantel et al. [55]
investigate the influence of the applied

compaction pressure during the tape laying process. They determine the degree
of bond strength for experiments and simulations. Mantel et al. [57] describe the

automated tape placement process with a thermal two-dimensional model

including the development of the degree of intimate contact. They compare

various simulation and experimental results. They study the influence of process

speed, applied compaction force, temperature of the nitrogen and number
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passes. Ghasemi Nejhad
[30]

analyzes the thermal phenomena during the

automated tape placement and the automated tape winding processes.

He investigates the influence of the processing speed, heat flux, heater width,

compaction roller temperature, substrate preheating and incoming tape

preheating. He shows that the processing windows are closed windows bounded

by insufficient melting at the bottom, degradation limitations at the top,
minimum practical processing speed at the left and converging point of the

upper and lower bounds as the maximum viable processing speed at the right of

the window. Don et al. [23]
study the automated tape placement process.

They take into account the degradation of the thermoplastic matrix, the void

consolidation, the development of intimate contact and polymer chain diffusion.

They vary the process speed, the heating settings and the compaction forces to

investigate their influence on the above-mentioned phenomena. Irwin and

Guçeri[40] simulate the thermal phenomena occurring during the automated tape

winding process with a laser heating. They study the effect of laser power,

process speed, laser beam's width and beam offset. They use the temperature to

determine processing windows. The lower and upper limits are the melting and

the degradation temperatures of the thermoplastic matrix. James and Black [41]

determine process windows for the fiber reinforced thermoplastic filament

winding process. They use two-dimensional steady-state simulations. The lower

and upper limits are the degree of polymer chain diffusion and the degradation
of the thermoplastic matrix. They investigate the influence of the process speed
and heat intensity. Pitchumani et al.[67] investigate the automated tape placement

process considering various phenomena: thermal, polymer degradation, intimate

contact, polymer chain diffusion and void consolidation. They show the

influence of the number of plies, compaction forces and process speed on those

different phenomena. Pitchumani et al. [68]
study the automated tape placement

process considering a void consolidation model and a void growth model.

They examine the effect of heating temperature, compaction forces and process

speed on the final void content and tow thickness. They demonstrate that the

void growth contributes significantly to the final void content and that an

estimation of the void content accounting for the consolidation process alone

will lead to considerably lower estimate the composite void fraction. Pitchumani

et al. [69]
perform analyses of the automated tape placement process. They carry

out parametric studies to investigate the effects of the process speed, compaction
force, torch temperatures and placement head configuration on the consolidation

process. Pitchumani et al. [70]
present a methodology for determining process

windows and optimum operating conditions for the automated tape placement

process. They use various models (heat transfer, degree of bond strength, degree
of compaction, degradation kinetics, void growth and consolidation) and

constraints (degradation, void content and dimensional changes). Somnez and

Hahn [80] model the heat transfer and the crystallization kinetics during the

automated tape placement process. They investigate the effect of roller velocity,
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preheating, heated length and heated length ratio. Somnez and Hahn L J simulate

the automated tape placement process. They analyze the effect of the preheating

temperature, heated length, roller radius and heated length ratio (ratio of the

heated area on the substrate to that on the tape) on process windows and/or the

optimization of the process speed considering different constraints (e.g. the

degree of bond strength).

So far, transient models have not been used to simulate the thermal phenomena

during those manufacturing processes. Considering the good agreements
between the simulation and experimental results (Chapter 4), the main objective
of this chapter is to discuss different heating strategies with respect to the

achievable laminate quality. A model evaluating the degree of polymer chain

diffusion is added to the thermal simulation program that is presented in

Chapter 4. The use of those models enables also to answer the question whether

or not the polymer chain diffusion is a cause of the difference between the

interlaminar shear strength of the best tape wound specimens and that of the

post-processed specimens.

5.2. Process

Figure 5.1 shows a schematic illustration of the automated tape winding process

considered in this study. During the process, the spool supplies the composite
material. The latter is warmed up in the tow guide, by the hot gas and by the

compaction roller. The incoming tape is compacted with the compaction roller at

the nip. The deposited and consolidated material composes the substrate.

Its quantity increases as the process is going on. The process is terminated,
when the desired quantity of composite material is laid on the planned locations.

An ADC control cabinet fixes the parameters of the hot gas torch, i.e. the

nitrogen flow and the temperature at the outlet of the hot gas torch. A pressure

regulator and two pyrometers are connected to a PC that runs Labview to

visualize and store the pressure and temperature data during the experiments.
The pressure regulator serves to set the pressure of the compaction roller.

Figure 5.1 shows the location of the pyrometer spots. Both pyrometers move

laterally together with the compaction assembly. The nip point pyrometer

measures the temperature of the incoming tape just before the nip line. It enables

to control the validity of the heat input upstream from the nip line.

In comparison to the nip point location, the substrate pyrometer is shifted

12.5 mm along the axial direction of the mandrel to avoid any mixed
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measurements between the layer that was previously laid and the current one.

It enables to verify the influence of the elapsed time on the process.

(J

Hot Gas Torch

Spool

Nip point
Pyrometer

Substrate

Pyrometer

Tow Guide

Compaction Roller

Figure 5.1: Sketch of the automated tape-winding setup at the ETH

5.3. Theory

5.3.1. Heat transfer

The current investigations employ the transient thermal model developed in

Chapter 4. Figure 5.2 reviews the heat transfers in the nip region. In the

composite material, it is described by the heat diffusion equation for anisotropic
materials. There are two convective heat transfers (dqE/dt and dqHo/dt) and two

contact boundary conditions (TG and TR).
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Figure 5.2: Location of the boundary conditions

5.3.2. Degree of polymer chain diffusion

The degree of polymer chain diffusion describes the ratio between the current

interlaminar shear strength and the maximum reachable interlaminar shear

strength (Equations 5.1 and 5.2). The model origin, the determination of its

parameter and the numerical integration are described in Appendix B.

D
aft) f < ^

pcd
0.9 (5.1)

V mech J

where

tmechiT) = Cexp
f T >

1
A

T-T
(5.2)

where C=8.9574 10"3 s, TA=836 K and Tv=282 K
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5.4. Model

A program simulates the thermal phenomena and the development of the degree
of polymer chain diffusion. Each numerical simulation is based on an explicit
time integration scheme and covers the duration of the process.

Figure 5.3 to Figure 5.6 show examples of the mesh adaptations that model the

progress of the automated tape winding process.

Figure 5.3: mesh at ti Figure 5.4: mesh at t2=ti+At

Figure 5.5: mesh at t3=t2+At Figure 5.6: mesh at t4=t3+At

The simulation within each time step begins with the determination of the

temperature at each node. The latter is performed with a thermal steady-state
model. The calculation of the progress of the degree of polymer chain diffusion

ends the simulation of each step. It is carried out for the nodes that correspond to

the interlaminar surfaces.
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Figure 5.7: Views of a temperature plot of a result for a time's step

A temperature plot example is shown in Figure 5.7. The black lines define some

of the element borders. The black area corresponds to the contact area between

the composite material and the compaction roller. The latter touches the

composite at three locations: the incoming tape, the compaction area and the

substrate on the side of the nip line. The last location is a line, because it is

assumed that the composite material is only compacted in the nip region.
The reason of the dark narrow region behind this line is that the heat does not

have sufficient time to diffuse into the composite material.

5.5. Validation

In order to validate the model, the degree of polymer chain diffusion is

compared to the degree of bond strength (Equation 5.3) for the two sets of

process parameters used in Chapter 4. According to the experimental studies

presented in Chapter 3, both sets have been selected considering parts with low

and high interlaminar shear strengths.

A

ILSS.
tape winding

ILSS„
(5.3)
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Table 5.1 resumes the process parameters and the parameters of the boundary
conditions. Symbols are explained in section 5.8. The initial temperature of the

mandrel and composite material (spool) is the room temperature. To avoid long

computation time, the length of the cylinders in the simulation is reduced in

comparison to the experiments.

SET Tn2 P V y TG TR «HG ocE

~ °C N m/s
o °C °C W/(m2K) W/(m2K)

1 500 276 0.1 89.3 135 233 69 21

2 650 276 0.1 89.3 162 262 86 21

Table 5.1: Experimental and boundary condition parameters

Table 5.2 lists the degree of bond strength and the degree of polymer chain

diffusion for both sets of process parameters. The averages of 10 interlaminar

shear strength (ILSS) measurements are used in Equation 5.3 to determine the

values of the degree of bond strength. The magnitudes of the degree of polymer
chain diffusion are the average of all interlaminar nodes in the cylinder.

SET Db Dpcd
~ % %

1 23.6 56.4

2 79.3 81.5

Table 5.2: Comparison between experiment and simulation results

Considering the degree of bond strength as reference, Table 5.2 shows that the

degree of polymer chain diffusion is too high for the first set of process

parameters and that it agrees well to the reference value for the second set of

process parameters.
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Figure 5.8: Voids due to a too large winding pitch (a: sketch, b: example)

For the first set of process parameters, the large overestimation can be explained

by the low deformation of the tape at the nip:

• When the tape deformation at the nip is insufficient and lower than the

winding pitch, intralaminar voids are formed between the tapes during the

process (Figure 5.8). They weaken the laminates.

Since only small deformations of the tape occur, it is assumed that

insufficient microscopic deformations take place in the nip during the process

and that the intimate contact is incomplete.
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The good agreement between the degree of bond strength and the degree of

polymer chain diffusion for the second set of process parameter signifies:

• The intimate contact is complete for this set of process parameters.

• The lower interlaminar properties of the tape wound cylinder are due to

insufficient polymer chain diffusion.

Considering the experimental results (section 3.4.4), a complete intimate contact

for the second set of process parameters is not surprising, because macroscopic
deformations occur at the nip: in this case, the width of the tape after

compaction is 10% higher than its original width.

5.6. Heating strategies

5.6.1. Convection heat input of the torch

During the process examples that are mentioned in section 5.5 and detailed in

Chapter 4, large temperature differences exist between the incoming tape and

the hot nitrogen temperature: between 380°C and 390°C for the first set of

process parameters and between 510°C and 520°C for the second set of process

parameters. Considering the room temperature and the temperature measured by
the nip point pyrometer, those differences are approximately four times larger
than the temperature increases in the composite material. Besides the large waste

of energy, this heating method includes the risk to degrade the incoming tape
when it stays a too long time under the torch, because the nitrogen flow

temperature is much higher than the melting temperature of the polypropylene
matrix (180°C and Table 5.1). The objective of this section is therefore to

investigate the influence of the convection heat transfer of the hot nitrogen on

the temperature of the incoming tape, that of the substrate and the degree of

polymer chain diffusion.

Table 5.3 lists the parameters of the boundary conditions. The set #2 is the

previous set of process parameters (Table 5.1). The set #3 has the same process

parameters than the set #2 except for the convective coefficient of the hot gas

torch that is zero. That signifies that the dqHo/dt is zero in Figure 5.2 and that

there is an adiabatic boundary condition at this location.
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SET TG TR OChg OCe

~ °C °C W/(m2K) W/(m2K)
2 162 262 86 21

3 162 262 0 21

Table 5.3: Sets of simulation parameters
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Figure 5.9: Influence of the convection in the nip (incoming tape)
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Figure 5.10: Influence of the convection in the nip (mandrel)
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Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 plots simulation results. The curves are the average

temperature of the nodes that are included in the ellipses that correspond to the

pyrometer spots in the model. The eight suites of temperature correspond to the

deposition of the eight layers. The duration of the lay down of a layer is 32 s.

Considering the temperatures shown in Figure 5.9, approximately 85% of the

heat needed to warm-up the composite material is not coming from the

convection heat transfer between the hot nitrogen and the incoming tape.
This signifies that the contact boundary conditions (tow guide and compaction

roller) have a much larger influence on the process conditions than the

convection caused by the hot gas torch.

The peaks at the times 64, 128 and 193 s in Figure 5.10 have no physical reason.

They result from the way the winding process has been modeled to simulate the

transition between two layers: the termination and the restart of each layer takes

place on the same location. This causes locally two successive heatings in a

much shorter time than in reality. Around the times 32, 96, 160 and 224 s,

the temperature magnitude can not be determined, because the location of the

substrate pyrometer spot is measuring the cold area beside the substrate which is

not considered by the numerical analysis.

Due to the shifted location of the pyrometer spot in comparison to the nip point,
the simulation results that correspond to the measurements of the uneven layer
are made on the one that was previously laid, and those of the even layer on the

one that is currently laid. This explains the different trends between the even and

uneven layer simulation results.

The maximum difference between the temperature magnitudes displayed in

Figure 5.10 is lower than 2.6 %. It can be therefore considered that the heating
introduced by the convection heat transfer between the hot nitrogen and the

composite material has practically no influence on the substrate temperature.

SET Dpcd
~ %

2 81.5

3 76.7

Table 5.4: Degree of polymer chain diffusion for the simulation with the two

sets mentioned in Table 5.3
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Table 5.4 lists the degree of polymer chain diffusion for both simulations.

Their magnitudes confirm that the influence of the convection heat transfer

caused by the hot gas torch is low: the difference between the two values is

approximately 6%.

The simulation results show that the convection heat transfer between the hot

nitrogen and the composite material in the nip has only a small influence on the

process temperature and the degree of polymer chain diffusion.

Since the temperature of the hot nitrogen is much higher than the temperature of

the composite material in the nip region during the process, it is assumed that

the latter is dependent on the dwell time under the hot nitrogen flow.

Large process speed variations or abrupt process stops could therefore lead to

a deconsolidation of the incoming tape or to a degradation of the thermoplastic
matrix. In order to reduce those risks, a new heating strategy can be envisaged:

only the contact heat inputs (tow guide and roller) should warm the composite
material. Since the hot gas and the torch heat indirectly the metallic components
in the nip region (including the compaction roller and the tow guide) through
convection and radiation, other heat inputs like resistance heating should replace
them.

5.6.2. Influence of the initial mandrel temperature

The objective of this section is to find sets of process parameters that can

produce cylinders with a complete degree of polymer chain diffusion. In order

to consider the same experimental setup, only the initial mandrel

temperature (Tm ) is systematically varied.

SET TG TR «HG aE

~ °C °C W/(m2K) W/(m2K)
1 135 233 69 21

2 162 262 86 21

Table 5.5: Sets of constant boundary condition parameters for this section

(Table 5.1)

Table 5.5 resumes the boundary conditions that are constant during the

simulations. They are the same as in section 5.5.
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Since the initial mandrel temperature influences mainly the substrate

temperature, the incoming tape temperature is not considered in this section.

Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 plots simulation results. The curves are the average

temperature of the nodes that are included in the ellipses that correspond to the

substrate pyrometer spot in the model.

Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 confirm that the initial mandrel temperature has a

large impact on the substrate temperature. Its influence decreases however with

the progress of the process.
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Figure 5.11: Influence of the initial mandrel temperature on the substrate

temperature (first set of process parameters)

Considering the curves for an initial mandrel temperature of 100°C, the substrate

temperature becomes approximately cyclic from the fourth layer (elapsed

process time of 96 s). It is supposed that the mandrel and substrate heat

capacities absorb the majority of the cyclic variation during the deposition of the

three first layers.
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Figure 5.12: Influence of the initial mandrel temperature on the substrate

temperature (second set of process parameters)
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Figure 5.13: Influence of the initial mandrel temperature on the degree of

polymer chain diffusion

The origin of the cyclic temperature is related with the cyclic lay down of the

incoming tape: all even layers are placed with a winding angle of - y, and all

uneven layers are deposited with a winding angle of + y.
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It should be also noted that the cyclic substrate surface temperature appears only
when the heat losses and heat inputs are equal on a period of time. For the

current examples, this is only the case for an initial mandrel temperature of

100°C.

Figure 5.13 plots the degree of polymer chain diffusion as function of the initial

mandrel temperature. Each magnitude corresponds to the average of all

interlaminar nodes. Figure 5.13 shows that a maximum degree of polymer chain

diffusion can be reached for the two sets of process parameters that are

mentioned in Table 5.5.

Since the degree of intimate contact is maximum with the second set of process

parameters (section 5.5), and since the degree of bond strength depends on the

degree of intimate contact and the degree of polymer chain diffusion, it is better

to choose the second set of process parameters with an initial mandrel

temperature equal to 100°C in order to manufacture cylinders with the

maximum interlaminar shear strength. Higher initial mandrel temperature are

not recommended, because they would prolong the cooling time. Very high
initial mandrel temperature (over 180°C) should not be considered, because the

polypropylene matrix would be fluid during the deposition of the first layer(s).
This could imply high deformations of the composite material.

5.7. Conclusion

Transient thermal simulations are performed with a model that determine the

development of the degree of polymer chain diffusion.

Two sets of process parameters are used to validate the models. For each set,

the value of the degree of bond strength is compared with that of the degree of

polymer chain diffusion. The degree of bond strength is evaluated from

interlaminar shear strength measurements. The degree of polymer chain

diffusion is calculated from the simulations.

The validation shows that the degree of bond strength and the degree of polymer
chain diffusion are different for the first set and that they agree well for the

second one.

For the first set, an insufficient intimate contact and voids inside the laminate are

assumed to cause the discrepancy. The intimate contact can be considered as

maximum for the second set, because both degrees agree well.
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Considering the results of the comparison between the simulations with and

without a convection heat transfer between the hot gas and the composite
material, a new heating strategy for the automated tape winding process can be

to use exclusively hot elements to warm the composite material through contact

boundary conditions. This strategy disregards the localized heating of the nip.

The initial mandrel temperature investigations show that the optimum polymer
chain diffusion can be reached with the automated tape winding process. For the

present setup, an initial mandrel temperature of 100°C should be chosen.

The study also demonstrates that cyclic surface substrate temperature can be

attained when the deposition of the incoming tape is cyclic, and when the heat

inputs and the heat losses are equal on the cyclic period.

5.8. Nomenclature

a convective heat transfer coefficient

Y winding angle
G strength

D degree
ILSS interlaminar shear strength
P pressure

q heat transfer through a unit surface

t time

T temperature

v speed

Subscript

b bond strength
E environment

G guiding element

HG hot gas

i initial

m mandrel

mech mechanical relaxation

N2 nitrogen

pcd polymer chain diffusion

R roller
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CHAPTER 6

Development of a New Compaction Tool for the

Fabrication of Reinforcement Frames of a Railway Coach

6.1. Introduction

The processes for fiber reinforced thermoplastic composite materials require
fabrication of parts with complex geometries and complex fiber orientations,
in order to take advantages from the material intrinsic anisotropic properties.

Theoretically, the automated tape winding process offers the possibility to lay
down tapes on complex paths and surfaces.

Experimental investigations confirm the potential of this process. Hümmler et

al. [38]
investigate the thermoplastic robotic filament winding process for

complex part geometries. They wind on cylinder/cone sections and on a

cylindrical mandrel with two concave sections. They also process cylinders with

different winding angle using non-geodesic paths. The advantages of

thermoplastic filament winding appear in particular during the manufacture of

parts with non-geodesic fiber paths and concave mandrel sections. Mazumdar

and Hoa [59]
study the fabrication of non-axisymmetric thermoplastic composite

parts by the tape winding technique. They suggest that the maintenance of

constant tape speed during the fabrication of non-circular shapes is desired for

uniform bond quality. Therefore, they present a generalized formula to

determine the mandrel speed for obtaining a constant tape speed during the

manufacture of non-axisymmetric composite parts. They verify their method by

performing experiments on a mandrel with an elliptical cross-section.

Romagna
[71]

investigates the thermoplastic filament winding. He winds frames

on a train coach mandrel.
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Those experimental works utilize either a tape-tension unit L J and/or a solid

compaction tool (shoe
[38]

or roller [38]& [59]) to apply the compaction force at the

nip. When tension is used, the support shape must be convex and the

compaction force is dependent on the curvature radius. It varies when the latter

changes. Inherently, the use of tension introduces the risk of leaving residual

stresses in the manufactured products. The shape of solid compaction tool is a

limiting factor, because it is adapted to one type of nip geometry. It can be

replaced during the manufacturing process when the nip geometry does not vary

continuously. This increases however the duration of the process, because it

must be stopped and restarted.

Since a uniform compaction force is necessary, whatever the type of surface that

is encountered, one of the main process limitations is related with the

application of a uniform compaction force on the full width of the incoming

tape.

In order to extend the potential of the automated tape winding process, the aims

of this investigation are to develop a new compaction tool that allows to wind an

incoming tape on various support shapes and to verify its application potential
with an example.

6.2. Test geometry

The processing of reinforcement frames for train coaches is following discussed.

The uniform cross-section of the train coach geometry is displayed in Figure 6.1.

It is divided in 14 segments. Most of them are arcs of circle. Table 6.1 lists the

coordinates of their centers (xc and yc) and radii (rc). The location of the two

vertical segments is determined with their x-coordinate. The intersections

between the segments are not given, but they can be easily reconstructed from

their basic geometries.
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Figure 6.1: Cross-section of the railway coach

Segment Type Xc yc rc X

mm mm mm mm

1 arc of a circle 0.0000 2887.5000 3000

2 arc of a circle 123.7468 -99.9382 10

3 arc of a circle 0.0000 -63.5000 139

4 vertical segment 139

5 arc of a circle 129.0000 -50.9832 10

6 arc of a circle -2831.8200 -467.6900 3000

7 arc of a circle 101.9966 98.7586 12

8 arc of a circle 0.0000 -2887.5000 3000

9 arc of a circle -101.9970 98.7586 12

10 arc of a circle 2831.8200 -467.6900 3000

11 arc of a circle -129.0000 -50.9832 10

12 vertical segment -139

13 arc of a circle 0.0000 -63.5000 139

14 arc of a circle -123.7470 -99.9382 10

Table 6.1: Geometry of the railway coach cross-section
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6.3. Tape compaction concepts

Prior to the development of the new compaction tool, possible concepts are

reviewed and discussed in this section. This strategy enables to evaluate various

concept and to identify the most appropriate one.

6.3.1. Utilization of a tape-tension system

Tension is widely used during the filament winding process with thermoset

resins. Funck [26]
uses this technique for the fabrication of high-pressure tanks to

introduce process-induced residual stresses in the laminates.

Figure 6.2 shows that a compaction pressure can be applied on the entire width

of the nip. Standard tape-tension systems are available: e.g. brake and tension

unit.

This compaction technique has various drawbacks. First, changes in the winding

angle create shear stresses that can generate localized delaminations. Substrate

delaminations destroy the intimate contact, prevent the polymer chain diffusion

and then the bond development. In this case, additional processing steps are

necessary in order to remove the delaminations and create the bond at the

delaminated locations.

The use of a tape-tension system can introduce residual stresses in the laminates.

However pre-loading of the structure is generally not desired. Investigations
must be carried out in order to prevent the development of residual stresses

during the process using this compaction technique.

Figure 6.3 displays the forces resulting from the tape tension. Friction forces are

neglected. Considering that the compaction pressure plotted in Figure 6.3 is

constant and that the forces must be in equilibrium, it results that:
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The nip is a line Tt
Mandrel for

the train coach

Just laid tape

Figure 6.2: Use of tension in the incoming tape

Figure 6.3: Forces and pressures during the process with tension in the

incoming tape
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Equation 6.1 shows that the compaction force is inversely proportional to the

radius of curvature "r". When the latter changes, the tension should be varied in

order to minimize the variations of the compaction pressure. This is the most

appropriate strategy to prevent fluctuations of the degree of intimate contact and

of the bond quality.

Considering Equation 6.1 and the geometry of the train coach (Table 6.1),
the variations of the tension force should be very large. Since no compaction

pressure could be applied on the flat segments of the train coach mandrel,
no bonding can occur on those locations during the automated tape winding

process.

6.3.2. Utilization of a solid compaction roller

Just laid tape

Figure 6.4: Utilization of a compaction roller during the winding process
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Figure 6.5: Forces during the utilization of a compaction roller

Compaction rollers are standard tools for the automated tape winding and the

automated tape placement processes. Figure 6.4 visualizes the largest problem
related to this technique: the roller presses the composite material on a point.
This occurs when the form of the nip changes.

In the present example, the form of the nip varies when the axial axis of the

roller is not parallel to the axial axis of the mandrel. The solution is to keep
those axes parallel to each other. That requires to separate the guiding system
from the compaction roller, because the orientation of the guiding system needs

to vary when the winding angle changes.

Considering the current setup, the direction of the applied compaction force

Fapphed is constant (Figure 6.5). The angle a between the local surface normal of

the train coach mandrel and the compaction assembly axis will therefore change

during the process. As a consequence, the compaction force Fnormai will vary

between 0 and Fappiied. Since the intimate contact and the bond strength cannot

develop when the compaction force is zero, the implementation of this solution

requires the development of a special assembly and an additional axis.
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6.3.3. Utilization of a deformable compaction roller

A deformable compaction roller can be another solution (Figure 6.6), because its

shape takes automatically the form of the nip. The compaction force is applied
on the full width of the incoming tape during the process of the reinforcement

frames.

In comparison with the preceding concept, the guiding system does not need to

move relatively to the compaction roller. Both can be mounted on the same

assembly in order to lay the incoming tape with various winding angles.

The nip is a line

Just laid tape

Figure 6.6: Utilization of a deformable compaction roller during the winding

process
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6.3.4. Utilization of a compaction shoe

The nip is a line

Compaction shoe Just laid tape

Figure 6.7: Utilization of a compaction shoe during the winding process

A compaction shoe (Figure 6.7) is a well-known compaction technique for the

automated tape winding process. The main characteristic of this compaction unit

is that the incoming tape glides on the surface of the tool. In order to prevent this

slipping, compaction shoes are often combined with flexible tapes (Figure 6.8).

Figure 6.8: Combination of a flexible tape and a compaction shoe
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Compaction shoes can be used when the form of the nip does not change. In the

current example, this is the case. Since the railway coach has always the same

cross-section, the nip form can stay constant when a flat compaction shoe is

used (Figure 6.7).

6.3.5. Utilization of a deformable band

Section 6.3.1 shows that the incoming tape can alone fit the nip geometry for the

current test geometry. In order to employ this advantage without the drawbacks

related with the use of tape-tension systems, a band could be utilized to compact
the incoming tape on the substrate (Figure 6.9).

The main characteristic of this concept is that the incoming tape and a band fit

the same range of geometries.

The band will exert a compaction force as a reaction, when it is stretched and

deformed. It needs therefore to be held. It can be either fixed on a support or

mounted on a special assembly (Figure 6.10). In the first case, the incoming tape
has to glide on the band, because the latter is fixed. The second technique

prevents the slipping of the incoming tape relatively to the band, because both

can move together.

Just laid tape

Figure 6.9: Utilization of a band during the winding process with an angle
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Both methods can be used to apply a compaction pressure on the entire

circumference of the train coach during the process.

Incoming tape

Figure 6.10: Two methods to use a band
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6.3.6. Evaluation of the different compaction concepts

Some of the above-mentioned concepts can be used to compact the incoming

tape on the railway coach mandrel. In order to determine the best solution,

they are therefore evaluated with the following criteria:

• the magnitude of the compaction force,
• the risk of damage of the incoming tape,
• the adaptation of the hot gas torch to the new setup,
• the adaptation of the new compaction assembly to the current setup,
• the complexity of the fabrication of the new assembly,
• the simplicity of the maintenance,
• the lifetime

• and the flexibility.

Table 6.2 evaluates the different concepts. It uses the following scale:

1 sufficient, 2 medium, 3 good and 4 very good. It shows that the best solution is

the utilization of a band.

Criterions Weight
factors

Concepts

Compaction shoe Deformable roller Band

Note Evaluation Note Evaluation Note Evaluation

Compaction
force

1.00 2.0 2.00 2.0 2.00 1.5 1.50

Damage on

the tape

1.00 3.5 3.50 3.0 3.00 3.5 3.50

Hot gas

torch

0.81 3.0 2.43 3.0 2.43 3.0 2.43

Adaptation 0.68 1.5 1.02 1.5 1.02 1.5 1.02

Fabrication 0.55 2.0 1.10 2.0 1.10 2.5 1.38

Maintenance 0.34 2.0 0.68 1.5 0.51 3.0 1.02

Lifetime 0.34 1.0 0.34 3.0 1.02 3.0 1.02

Flexibility 0.68 1.0 0.68 3.0 2.04 4.0 2.72

Sums 11.75 13.12 14.59

Table 6.2: Evaluation of the concepts
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Since the utilization of tape-tension systems will not permit to apply
a compaction force on the vertical segments of the train coach mandrel during
the process, this technique is not retained for the evaluation. In order to prevent

tape damage caused by friction forces, the concepts implying slip of the tape are

not evaluated. Solutions with solid compaction rollers are also not considered,
because they will need resources that are not available.

6.4. Development of the new compaction head

Cerini and Beretta [13] describe in detail the development of the new compaction

assembly in their diploma thesis. Since there are various solutions during the

development of a new tool, this section reviews the choices of the main

components of the new compaction assembly.

6.4.1. Choice of the band

The choice of the material for the band is restricted to metals, because the band

can be heated up to elevated temperatures: the highest compaction roller

temperature for the simulations is 262°C (Table 4.5). A commercial type of band

is selected in order to avoid special investigations. It is made of spring iron

(CklOl, material number 1.1274 according to DIN 17007, tensile stiffness

2000 N/mm2).

6.4.2. Number of rollers guiding the band

Figure 6.10 shows a sketch of the construction that is to be developed. It is

composed of three rollers that change the direction of the band. Considering that

the tape wear decreases when the roller radii increase, the principle of the new

compaction assembly is slightly modified. It consists of two rollers

(Figure 6.12).
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6.4.3. Rotation of the compaction assembly

The section 6.3.2 shows that rollers must not apply the compaction pressure.

The compaction assembly is therefore free to rotate such that the band always

stays in contact with the train coach mandrel (Figure 6.12, Figure 6.13 and

Figure 6.14). Its angular position is adapted automatically due to the compaction
force.

6.4.4. Description of the new setup

Most of the elements of the original setup are shown in Figure 6.11. It consists

of a Baer WSE-II winding machine with a Baer TCS-84 control system and an

ADC compaction assembly.

The Baer control system determines the processing speed and the winding paths.
The ADC control cabinet fixes the parameters of the hot gas torch that are the

nitrogen flow and its temperature at the outlet of the hot gas torch.

Figure 6.11: View of the original automated tape winding setup
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Figure 6.12: View of the new compaction assembly #1

Figure 6.13: View of the new compaction assembly #2
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Figure 6.14: View of the new compaction assembly #3

The original compaction assembly and heat torch holder are modified. Prior to

its utilization, the new tool is tested. Figure 6.12, Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14

show the new assembly with three different positions of the mandrel. A white

sheet of paper is added to prevent reflections on the mandrel (Figure 6.13 and

Figure 6.14).

6.5. Fabrication of reinforcement frames for a

railway coach

Reinforcing frames are wound using the train coach mandrel to verify the

quality of parts delivered by the compaction assembly described in section 6.4.

Following the methodology used in chapter 3, a reference frame is fabricated.

It is first cold wound on the train coach mandrel. Then it is post-processed under

vacuum in an autoclave using the cycle shown in Figure 6.15.
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Pressure

60 120 180

Elapsed process time [min]

Figure 6.15: Autoclave parameters

Specimen
number

Temperature Speed Compaction
Force #1

Compaction
Force #2

°C rad/s N N

1 600 0.07100 69 69

2 600 0.07100 207 207

3 575 0.14199 69 69

4 600 0.14199 207 69

5 575 0.14199 345 69

6 525 0.07100 207 69

7 525 0.07100 69 69

8 525 0.07100 207 207

Table 6.3: Process parameters for the automated tape winding process

Table 6.3 lists the process parameters used to manufacture various frames.

Since the contact surface between the band and the substrate varies during the

process, two compaction forces are used during a rotation of the mandrel.

Compaction force #1 is applied for straight surfaces (segments 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,

10, 11, 12 and 13 of Figure 6.1), while compaction force #2 is used for the edges

(segments 2, 7, 9 and 14 of Figure 6.1).
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6.6. Results

6.6.1. Preparation of the specimens for the mechanical

tests
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Figure 6.16: Short beam shear specimens
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Figure 6.17: Interlaminar shear strength of the automated tape wound

specimens (#1 to #8) and of the reference (#9)
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Specimens for the short beam shear test (chapter 3) are sawn from the frame.

Figure 6.16 shows the locations from where the specimens originate. Since they
do not have the same geometries, only the interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) of

specimens coming from the same location can be compared.

6.6.2. Evaluation of some specimens for each frames

The test of all specimens for each frame would be a large labor work. Therefore,
the ILSS of three specimens (#2, #6 and #41) for each frame is measured in

order to determine the frame with the best ILSS. Figure 6.1 shows that the

location #2 is on a segment of the frame that has a high radius of curvature,

that the location #6 is placed just after an edge and that the location #41

corresponds to an edge.

Figure 6.17 plots the ILSS of the different specimens. As expected, the ILSS of

the reference frame varies in function of the location. It is assumed that the

variation originates from the different geometries of the specimens.

The figure shows that the process parameters have the highest influence on the

ILSS at location #6. Low degree of bond strength can be reached for this

location: the maximum one is equal to 33%. No ILSS can be observed for the set

#5 of process parameters. At location #2, the ILSS of the specimen made with

the automated tape winding process are closer to that of the post-consolidated

specimen. The best degree of bond strength is 88%. This result is better than

those presented in chapter 3. The ILSS of the automated tape wound specimens

originating from location #41 are in between.

6.6.3. Evaluation of the best frame

The best frame is determined with the results presented in the section 6.6.2.

The ILSS at the three locations (#2, #6 and #41) are summed for each frame.

The frame processed with the set of parameters #6 (Table 6.3) has the best sum

of ILSS. It is therefore considered as the wound frame with the best ILSS.

Figure 6.18 allows to visualize the differences between the degree of bond

strength of frame #6. There are four series of locations where it is small (#4-#8,
#15-#19, #26-#30 and #36-#41). Considering the process, the locations of

those series are on the edges or placed just after the lay down of the incoming

tape over the latter. Since the contact surface between the band and the mandrel
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is lower on the mandrel edges than on the segments with a high radius of

curvature (Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13), since the applied compaction pressure

is inversely proportional to the compaction surface, it is assumed that the low

degree of bond strength is not related to the applied compaction pressure. It is

presumed that it is caused by the heat input limitations of the current setup.

The degree of bond strength on the other locations of the frame #6 is between

68% and 88%. Considering that the ILSS of automated tape wound specimens in

chapter 3 are lower than 80% of that of their reference, those results are

acceptable.
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Figure 6.18: Degree of bond strength of the best automated tape wound frame

6.7. Conclusion

The aims of the current chapter are to develop a new compaction tool that allows

to wind an incoming tape on various support shapes and to verify its application

potential with an example.

First, various concepts are presented, discussed and evaluated with respect to the

test geometry. Considering the best concept, a new compaction assembly is

developed and adapted to the current setup.
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Reinforcement frames are wound on a train coach mandrel and a reference

frame is processed in an autoclave. In order to demonstrate the potential of the

new compaction assembly, the interlaminar shear strength of the wound frames

is compared to that of the reference frame. The results of the best wound frame

show that the degree of bond strength exhibits large variations.

Since the cause of the low degree of bond strength is related with the heat input
limitations, the new compaction tool can be used for the automated tape winding

process. Further investigations should be however performed in order to define

appropriate heating strategies for the current setup and to process highly
consolidated frames.

6.8. Nomenclature

a angle

F force

P pressure

Q energy

r radius

T tension

w width

x,y Cartesian coordinates
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusions and Outlook

7.1. Conclusions

The objectives of this Ph.D. thesis were:

• to investigate scientifically the automated tape winding process in order to

process products with optimized interlaminar shear strength and to

ameliorate its economic efficiency,
• to facilitate the laying of the tape on more complex geometries.

The study began with the development of an experimental setup and the related

measurement system. The best value for the interlaminar shear strength of the

tape wound cylinders was 80% of that of a reference cylinder that has been post-

processed in an autoclave. Various sets of process parameters lead to this limit.

On-line measurements of the incoming tape temperature just before the nip have

shown that the temperature is lower than the melting temperature of the

polypropylene matrix. Considering measurements made with a differential

scanning calorimeter, the temperature of the incoming tape just before the nip
was however in the phase transition domain (solid-liquid) during the process of

the cylinders that possess the best interlaminar shear strength.
The measurements have also pointed out that the substrate temperature varies

continuously during the process.
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The experimental study did not permit to determine process conditions that lead

to optimize interlaminar shear strength of the tape wound cylinders. It did not

enable to localize the main cause of the interlaminar shear strength difference

between the best tape wound and reference specimens. Therefore further

investigations have been performed in order to determine whether or not the

polymer chain diffusion through the interfaces was the main cause of the limit.

First, a numerical program has been developed. Unlike programs used in other

researches, it simulates the three-dimensional transient thermal phenomena

during the entire automated tape winding process. In order to provide accurate

input values for the program, a method to evaluate the heat flow parameters of

the hot gas torch (i.e. the outside flow temperature and the convective heat

transfer coefficient) has been also developed. The program has been successfully
validated with two sets of process parameters: small discrepancies have been

observed between simulation results and experimental measurements.

Second, a model calculating the degree of polymer chain diffusion has been

adapted to the non-isothermal calculations of the simulation program and

integrated in its code. Its validation has shown that the incomplete degree of

bond strength of the experimental specimens is caused by an incomplete degree
of polymer chain diffusion.

A parametric study varying the initial mandrel temperature has been performed
in order to find process conditions that enable to fabricate cylinders with a

complete degree of polymer chain diffusion and a complete degree of bond

strength. For the sets of process parameters that have been chosen,
this investigation showed that the initial mandrel temperature should be 100°C

in order reach the above-mentioned objective.

The variation of the initial temperature enables to lay down the incoming tape

effectively according to the interlaminar shear strength and economical

considerations. All cost related with weight will be reduced during the life of the

products, when its weight can be optimized. The variation of the initial mandrel

temperature can be performed with low cost solutions like resistance heating.

Further simulations show that the heat input caused by the hot gas torch has a

small influence on the substrate temperature and the degree of polymer chain

diffusion. They pointed out that the contact boundary conditions bring the most

part of the heat in the composite material. Therefore a heating strategy

disregarding the hot gas torch was proposed. It will reduce the process costs,

because the price of the hot gas torch is elevated and its life relatively short.
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In order to facilitate the laying of the tape on more complex geometries, a new

compaction assembly for the automated tape winding process has been

developed. It enables to process various geometries with the same setup.
Therefore it increases the flexibility of this manufacturing technique. The use of

such tools enables also to reduce the process costs, because the process does not

need to be stopped and restarted for each variation of the nip form.

7.2. Outlook

One of the largest drawbacks of this technology was the lack of knowledge of its

transient process conditions. The current works showed that transient

simulations could be performed during the entire duration of the automated tape

winding process.

The increase of the computing power will enable in the next years to simulate

accurately the process conditions for a larger range of products. In order to

realize this progress, further simulation programs need to be developed.

They should:

• employ user-friendly interfaces,
• consider the deposition of the layers with various fiber orientations on

various geometries,
• use the available basic models that describe all the phenomena occurring

during this process.

The above-mentioned simulation programs with databases containing the

material properties will help the engineers to determine in which cases (for
which products), the automated tape winding process is appropriate. They will

also provide all the information that is necessary to implement this technology in

an industrial environment.

In order to make the automated tape winding process more attractive (cost-
effective), the price of the used material must be reduced. A solution will be to

employ more usual preforms: bundles and/or yarns. Investigations need to be

performed in order to:

• determine the setup modifications that are required to use those preforms,
• define the process parameters for the new setup components.
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APPENDIX A

Heat Transfer in the Vicinity of the Hot Gas Torch

A.I.Development for the determination of the

convective heat transfer coefficient

Equation 4.10 contains the temperature of the hot gas outside the boundary

layer, the temperature of the material surface and the convective heat transfer

coefficient. Since the latter cannot be directly measured, this section aims to

describe the theory related to a method to estimate it.

The technique assumes that temperature measurements are performed to

determine the temperature field closed to nip region. It uses a still setup,
because the winding machine vibrates during the process, and because the hot

gas velocity is more than two orders of magnitude higher than the one of the

incoming tape.

To support the theoretical overview, a sketch is shown in Figure A. 1. In the flow,
the energy equation describes the heat exchanges. Since the velocities vanish on

still surfaces (y=0) and the variation of the mean temperature in the cross

direction of the flow can be neglected, it becomes:

p*+±(k) +^Ua-l) =0 (Al)
dt dx{ dx)y=0 dy{ dy)y=0
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turbulent hot gas flow

3> ö
o O^O ^^OOy

solid surface

Figure A.l: Two-dimensional turbulent flow over a flat surface

The variation of the internal energy over time can be neglected, when the flow is

stationary:

d fK dr
+-

dx{ dxjy=0 dy{ dy
K

dT
= 0 (A2)

J v=0

In most cases, the temperature gradient is assumed to be principally in

the y-direction. The temperature gradient in the x-direction is negligible by

comparison (i.e. 120°C/mm in the y-direction vis. 10°C/mm in the x-direction).
Equation A2 reduces to :

M dy
(A3)

/v=0

The definition of the convective heat transfer coefficient now reads:

O^HG
-K ^

(THG-TsAdy
(A4)

V "J J v=o
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A.2. Nomenclature

a convective heat transfer coefficient

P density

e internal energy

K thermal conductivity
t time

T temperature

x,y Cartesian coordinates

Subscript

HG hot gas

S surface
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APPENDIX B

Development of the model

of the degree of polymer chain diffusion

B.1. Degree of polymer chain diffusion

The degree of polymer chain diffusion describes the ratio between the current

interlaminar shear strength and the maximum reachable interlaminar shear

strength. Equation Bl
[9] describes its development in the isothermal case.

pcd
"

a

"

f
.
Y'4

V reP j

(Bl)

This model requires the knowledge of the reptation time as function of the

temperature. Butler et al. [12] mentioned the research of Wool[97] who relates the

reptation time to the mechanical relaxation time:

t =t
h

rep mecn

1-.
Im (B2)

The critical molecular weight Mc, the molecular weight M and the mechanical

relaxation time tmech are physical properties of the thermoplastic matrix. Wool[97]

determines Mc experimentally (7000 g/mol) and theoretically (7600 g/mol).
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B.2. Determination of the mechanical relaxation time

of the polypropylene matrix

In the present investigations, the mechanical relaxation time of the

polypropylene matrix is determined experimentally with rheological
measurements. The latter are performed on a PHYSICA UDS 200 viscometer

(Figure B.l).

Figure B.l: Sketch of the PHYSICA UDS 200 viscometer
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Figure B.2: Measured shear modulus at 200°C
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Frequency sweep measurements are performed to determine the storage and loss

modulus of the matrix as function of the frequency. In example, Figure B.2 plots
the measured modulus at a constant temperature of 200°C. The large variations

of the storage modulus at very low frequencies (below 0.0629 s"1) are due to

unstable measurements, and have therefore no physical meanings.
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Figure B.3: Viscosity and shear compliance at 200°C

According to the theory presented by Strobl [84] for the properties of polymer
melts at low frequencies, Equations B3 to B5 gives the relations between the

measurements and physical properties of the polypropylene matrix:

Vo
G"(w -» 0)

m
(B3)

Jl
G'(w -> 0)

i]20m2
(B4)

mech e I o (B5)
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Figure B.3 displays the estimated value of the viscosity and shear compliance.

According to Equations B3 and B4, they have a physical meaning only for the

low frequencies. The magnitude of the viscosity is approximately constant for

frequencies between 10" and 1 s"
.

It corresponds to the zero shear rate

viscosity. The compliance magnitude is unstable for the very low frequencies

(below 0.0629 s"1), because it depends directly on the storage modulus

measurements that are unstable in this domain.

Frequency sweep measurements are performed at various temperature to

determine the temperature dependence of the viscosity and shear compliance.
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Figure B.4: Viscosity versus temperature

Figure B.4 resumes the results for the zero shear rate viscosity. In order to

facilitate the calculations in the simulation program, the measurements are fitted

with a Vogel-Fulcher function:

Tj0(T) = Bexp
T

T-T
K1 1v J

(B6)

where B=22.5 Pa s, TA=836 K and Tv=282 K
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Figure B.5: Compliance versus temperature

Figure B.5 shows the measurement of the shear compliance for different

temperatures. Notwithstanding the unstable measurements under the frequencies
of 0.0629 s"1, the figure shows that all the measurements of the shear compliance

converge to the same value when the frenquency converge to 0. The recoverable

shear compliance is then evaluated to be:

J°=io~ (B7)

Equations B5 to B7 yield the following expression for the mechanical relaxation

time:

tmechiT) = Cexp
1
A

T-T
(B8)

where C=8.9574 10"3 s, TA=836 K and Tv=282 K
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B.3. Determination of the molecular weight

The objective of this section is to determine the molecular weigth of the

polypropylene that is contained in the fiber reinforced tapes.

Since the tapes cannot be used for the molecular weight measurements, it is

necessary to separate the matrix and the fibers. This is performed in three steps.

First, tapes are disolved in p-xylene at 100°C with a magnetic stirrer bar.

The hot solution is filtered through a glass filter and allowed to dry in an open

petri dish at ambiant conditions. Last traces of solvent are removed in vacuo.

In order to observe the influence of the separation process on the measurements,

the molecular weight of two additional samples is also determined.

The polypropylene of both samples originates from the polypropylene

granulates that are used to manufacture the tapes. The matrix of the first sample
is prepared as the polypropylene coming from the tape. The resin of the second

sample originates directly from the granulates.

The weight average molecular weight of the three samples is finally determined

with (hot temperature) gel permeation chromatography [63]. Table B.l lists the

results of the measurements.

Specimen Mw factor

Mc=7000

factor

Mc=7600

granulates 240400 0.910692 0.906751

dissolved and filtered granulates 213400 0.904923 0.900713

Tapes 214600 0.905203 0.901006

Table B.l: Weight average molecular weight of the polypropylene

The value of the factor is defined in Equation B9. It describes the influence of

the molecular weight on the development of the degree of polymer chain

diffusion (Equations BIO). Note that Equations Bl and B2 yield to the relation

given in Equation BIO.

factor =.
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Dpcd=,r- '

M

f
t

V'4

(BIO)
V mech J

According to Table B.l, the factor is approximately constant for all samples.
A magnitude of 0.9 is used in the model of the degree of polymer chain

diffusion.

B.4. Numerical determination of the degree of

polymer chain diffusion during the process

The determination of the degree of polymer chain diffusion during the process is

performed in four steps. In order to support the explanation, a node between two

layers is considered. It is supposed that the layers have been first in intimate

contact at the time tcontact-

The first step consists to calculate the mean temperature during the current time

Step (t-currentj-

-*
average \pOCle, I

current )
Timuai {node, tcurrent)+ Tfinal {node, tcurrent )

(Bll)

then the corresponding reptation time is determined with Equation B2 and B8:

trépiedcurrent) =
M

~2 f

Cexp
T
-*- A

*
average (pOue, Icurrent ) ±v\
average

(B12)
v J

where C=8.9574 10"3 s, TA=836 K and Tv=282 K

In order to determine the progression of the degree of polymer chain diffusion

during the current time step, the time t' is calculated. It corresponds to the time

that is necessary to reach the degree of polymer chain diffusion of the preceding
time step (tcurrent_i) if the node has been heated with current temperature.

Anode, tcurrent ) = (D . (node, rcarre„M jf t (node, tcurrent ) (B13)
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Finally, the degree of polymer chain diffusion at the end of the current time step
is given by:

D
pcd

1[node, time stepj+ At

t [node, time step)\ rep

(B14)

The preceding operations are repeated for all nodes in intimate contact and for

all time steps.

B.5. Remarks

Equations Bl 1 to B14 can be summarized by :

DPcd(n°dedcurrent)'
Ln Lcontact

At

ytrep(node,tn)

1/4

(B15)

or

Dpcd{n°dedcurrent) = ^-
current

z
At

}n ^contact V ^mech \POde, ^ )_

1/4

(B16)

Equations B16 enables to visualize the influence of the molecular weigth on the

degree of polymer chain diffusion and justify the introduction of Equation B9.

B.6. Nomenclature

ß angle

r| viscosity
G strength
CO angular speed
Q angle

D degree
G' storage modulus

G" loss modulus

Je shear compliance
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M molecular weight
M torque
R radius

t time

T temperature

Subscript

c critical

mech mechanical relaxation

pcd polymer chain diffusion

rep reptation
w weight

0 zero shear rate
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